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SUNDAY, JUNE THE NINTH
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE
HARRY ADAMS FIELDHOUSE
DAHLBERG ARENA
Head Marshal and Reader 
Harry W. Fritz 
Professor of History
Walter N. King R. Keith Osterheld
Professor of English Professor of Chemistry
The carillon concert has been made possible by the 
generous contributions from the Coffee Memorial Fund, 
Mrs. Hugh Galusha, Jr., William Gallagher, the First Bank 
Western Montana-Missoula and other donations through 
the UM Foundation to restore the carillon.
The concerts before and after the exercises will be per­
formed by Dr. John Ellis, University Carillonneur.





Todd Kelly, trumpet 
John Kutzman, trumpet 
William Blair, horn
Larry Heidel, trombone 
Adam Rush, tuba
Brass Quintet
Sam Goodrich, trumpet 
Jeff Olsen, trumpet 
Jason Barkley, horn 
Ray Potisk, trombone 
Todd Lowary, tuba
PROCESSION
The Colors, Marshals, Candidates for Degrees, the Faculty, Members of the 
Governing Boards, Guests of Honor, Deans, the President
PRESENTATION OF COLORS
NATIONAL ANTHEM—Bridey Sullivan
The Star Spangled Banner
Oh, say! can you see by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming, 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight 
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
O, say, does that Star Spangled Banner yet wave 




President Neil S. Bucklew
CONFERRING OF AWARDS AND HONORARY DEGREES
CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Presentation of Candidates—The Deans
Conferring of Degrees—The President
CHARGE TO THE CLASS President Neil S. Bucklew
SONG Montana, My Montana 
Our chosen state, all hail to thee, 
Montana, my Montana!
Thou has the portion with the free, 
Montana, my Montana!
From shore to shore, from sea to sea 
Oh, may the name full honored be 






The audience is requested to remain standing while the procession passes.
Awards & Prizes
MOST INSPIRATIONAL FACULTY AWARD
Mary Ellen Campbell, Assistant Professor of Business Administration, 
has been named the most inspirational faculty member for the 1983-84 
year. The recipient was selected by a vote of the seniors graduated in 
1983-84. The selection of this award is administered by Silent Sentinel, 
a student service organization. A cash award is presented to the reci­
pient by Silent Sentinel.
DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR AWARD
Fred W. Allendorf, Professor of Zoology and Donald W. Hyndman, 
Professor of Geology have been selected to receive the Distinguished 
Scholar Award. The recipients were selected by the Research Advisory 
Council. The University of Montana Foundation presents cash awards 
to the recipients.
DISTINGUISHED TEACHER AWARD
Robert O. Lindsay, Professor of History and Fred F. McGlynn, Assis­
tant Professor of Philosophy have been selected to receive the 
Distinguished Teacher Award. The recipients were selected by the 
Faculty Development Committee. The University of Montana Founda­
tion presents cash awards to the recipients.
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
James W. Cox, Professor of Chemistry and Harry W. Fritz, Professor 
of History have been selected to receive the Distinguished Service 
Award. The recipients were selected by the Faculty Development Com­
mittee. The University of Montana Foundation presents cash awards 
to the recipients.
Awards & Prizes
MOST INSPIRATIONAL FACULTY AWARDS
1985 Mary Ellen Campbell
1984 Walter N. King
1983 Rudyard Goode
1982 Richard Smith
1981 B. Riley McClelland
1980 K. Ross Toole
1979 E. Jeffery Livingston
DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR AWARDS







1985 Robert Lindsay and Fred McGlynn
1984 Julie Codell and Forest Grieves
1983 John Photiades and Ralph Fessenden
1982 Keith Yale and Robert McGiffert
1981 J. Martin Burke and Walter N. King
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS




The candidates will be presented by Donald E. Habbe 
Academic Vice President
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF LETTERS
Aline Mosby................................................................................................................................. '
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS
Carroll O'Connor..........................................................................................................Los Angeles, California
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF FINE ARTS
Michael Smuin San Francisco, California
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Some of the students whose names are listed on this program are candidates 
for the degrees and honors indicated. The appropriate degrees and honors 
will be awarded to the candidates who have successfully completed all re­
quirements by the date of Commencement. Other students have been award­
ed their degrees at the end of summer, autumn, and winter quarters.
THE DEGREE OF ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
The candidates will be presented by Howard E. Reinhardt, 

















































’Therese Marie Klar Weiler
Missoula
Michael C. T. Wong
Petaling Jaya, West Malaysia
’Degree Conferred August 10, 1984
’Degree Conferred December 14, 1984
’Degree Conferred March 15, 1985
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
The candidates will be presented by Howard E. Reinhardt,
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences

















With a minor in Native American Studies 
Roxanne Helen Margaret Jumer
Grosse Pointe Wood, Michigan
David Garrett Kerr II
Ithaca, New York















With a minor in Zoology
'Matthew Amadeo Firpo
Bigfork


















Paita, New Caledonia 




3David P. Lowery, Jr.
Missoula
Also Bachelor of Arts 










































































































Also a Bachelor of Science in Business Ad­














































With a minor in Asian Studies
Robert Don LeHeup
Helena




West Fargo, North Dakota 














With a minor in Spanish 
Richard Douglas Petty
Centerville, Indiana








Mountain Home, Idaho 
David Henry Simmons
Missoula

























University Scholar in the 
Honors Program




Also Bachelor of Arts in Journalism, 
With Honors









Also Bachelor of Arts
With a major in English, With Honors 












































































’Thomas Arthur De Boer
Eldridge, Iowa
With Honors
































Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Anthropology
’Robin Lindsay Kent
























With a minor in Mathematical Sciences
Baccalaureate Degrees
GEOLOGY (Continued) 
Thomas Mark Meyer 
Melrose, Minnesota 
’Gene W. Minnich 
Bellevue, Washington 
3Jay B. Norton
New Hartford, Iowa 
’Joseph Edgar Patrick
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 










With a minor in Russian 
Bryan T. Shane
Roanoke, Virginia 
’Nowzar Hakim Shoushtari 
Ahwaz, Iran
2David Malcolm Stewart 
Lindberg Lake
David Wayne Valentine 
Missoula
Also Bachelor of Arts 


















Susan Beth Clemenger 
Whitefish
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in English
Katharine S. Donnelley 
Bonner






































North Bellmore, New York
Kelly M. Taylor
Great Falls
Also a major in English
Don Tweden
Billings







































Rapid City, South Dakota 
Kelly Jean Chandler 
Plentywood
Michele Suzanne Christensen 
Polson
Debra Diane Cox-Concepcion 
Missoula
With a minor in Sociology 
’Deborah Johanna Derrick 
Missoula
Also Bachelor of Arts
with a major in Political Science
Kara Lynn Ehlis
Pueblo, Colorado
Carolyn Lorraine Fraser 
Butte





G. Jennifer L. Harvey
Helena
With Honors

























































































With a minor in English
Darell Joseph Lewko
Calgary, Alberta, Canada































With a minor in Computer Science
Paul Hayden Kettenring
Great Falls




















With High Honors 
’Brian J. S. Bexell
Billings
















































































Marvin James Knapstad, Jr.
Cascade
With Honors
With a minor in History
Lisalyn Lovell
Great Falls
With a minor in History
’Anita Jo Martin
Chadron, Nebraska















Also a major in History, With Honors 
’Scott Robert Turner
Billings
Also a major in History
POLITICAL SCIENCE-ECONOMICS
’Howard John Moffett



























Also Bachelor of Arts
with a major in Sociology 
Willie B. Burright
Billings
Also a major in Sociology 

















With a minor in German
Lisa Lynette Franseen
Rochester, Michigan
With High Honors 
’Douglas Jay Fraser 
Lewistown









With High Honors 































































































Also a major in Political Science 












With a minor in Interpersonal 
Communication














’Vicki Ann Wohlgenant Hannifan
Miles City


































Also Bachelor of Arts



















































































With a minor in French
zJefferson P. Rowland







































Also Bachelor of Science in Wildlife Biology, 
With High Honors
With a minor in Botany
Patricia Marie Schultz
Prior Lake, Minnesota














With a minor in Botany
’Mari Vogel
Milford, Iowa
With a minor in Microbiology






















University Scholar in the
Honors Program
With Honors














































































COMPUTER SCIENCE (Continued) 
Micheal Thian Poh Lee
Muar, Dohore, West Malaysia































Modesto Abarquez Rosales, Jr.
Great Falls























Also Bachelor of Arts
















Elk Grove Village, Illinois
With High Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
The candidates will be presented by Paul B. Blomgren, 
Dean of the School of Business Administration
































































































With a minor in Economics
Susan Lee Cornelius
Missoula




OF SCIENCE INTHE DEGREE OF BACHELOR
Bruce Allan Crawford
Glasgow































































































































Sioux Falls, South Dakota 











Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in German 
Deborah Mary Hanson 
Kalispell
Todd Harold Hartman 
Billings
’William Edward Hartnett 
Helena
With a minor in Economics 







Andrew Rostislaw Hays 
Edina, Minnesota 
With a minor in Economics




















With a minor in Economics
Roni Lee Hill
Cut Bank
’Brandon Scott Hochhalter 
Missoula
Joseph Michael Holliman 
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Also Bachelor of Arts 

















John Stuart Tweedy Irgens
Cut Bank













Also Bachelor of Science 





THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Connie Sue Johnson
Billings




With a minor in Economics 
Harold Eric Johnson 
Whiteville, North Carolina
With a minor in Spanish 
’Jeffrey R. Johnson 
Harlowton
’Ralph David Johnson 
Rowland Heights, California 
Dennis M. Jones
Hamilton









With a minor in Economics 
Pat M. Kautzmann
Billings
































With High Honors 
Brian Pearce Kurth
Billings
With a minor in Economics
Michael John Lackman
Billings







































With a minor in Economics 
3Kent A. McKay
Kalispell
With a minor in Economics 
’Anne-Lisa McKinley
Great Falls 
3Donald G. McLean 
Missoula 
With Honors 




THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)


















’Dorothy Patrice Moffatt 
Sunburst








’Daniel Mark Moudree 
Townsend
’Wendy K. Murray 
Lewistown
Anthony Joseph Nasrallah 
Jacksonville, Florida









| ’Joseph R. O'Toole 
Froid
j Bonnie Jo Olson 
Ronan
With High Honors
With a minor in Economics
’Candace Kay Orendorff 
Powell, Wyoming 
Michael Alan Owens 
Kalispell
I ’Nancy Christina Pawlowski
I Manville, New Jersey




’Elizabeth Marie Pennington 
Somers, New York











Also Bachelor of Science 
















With a minor in English 




























































Dunn Center, North Dakota 
Daniel J. Sisk
Whitefish
With a minor in Economics











With a minor in Economics 
Stephen Marko Stanisich 
Butte
With Honors
















With High Honors 
2Sandra L. Rasmussen Sward 
Bozeman 







Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 
’Michael Andrew Taub


















2Susan Marie Tonkovich 
Great Falls
With High Honors




Sierra Vista, Arizona 
‘Duane Mark Tushoski
Rhinelander, Wisconsin 
’“Buz" Richard W. Tyacke
Salmon, Idaho
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Mary F. VandeKop
Dutton
With a minor in Office Administration
Mary Sue Vander Linde
Wellsville, New York
With Honors




























With a minor in Economics
’John Michael Ward
Cameron Park, California



















































The candidates will be presented by John D. Pulliam, 
Dean of the School of Education
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN EDUCATION




































With minors in Office Administration 







With a minor in Office Administration 

















































With a minor in Office Administration
Richard A. Fritz










’Peter J. Geiger 
Missoula
With a minor in Botany 
'Susan Earl Glenn 
Golden Valley, Minnesota 
’Adalee M. Green 
Houston, Texas
With Honors
’Thomas James Grein 
Lancaster, Ohio 
Robert Arthur Guy 
Great Falls 























Dean Douglas Jones 
Thompson Falls 





i ’Thomas True Keck
Rapid City, South Dakota 
’Vicki Lynn Koetitz 
Lewistown
With High Honors
With minors in French and
Office Administration
I ’Robin Duane Krause
Knob Noster, Missouri
With High Honors 

































With a minor in Office Administration
Cari Lynn Mollers
Rapid City, South Dakota
Maureen Mary Moore
Helena







With a minor in Office Administration
Robert James Nowell
Libby










Also Bachelor of Science in Health & Physical
Education, With Honors
With a minor in Office Administration
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION (Continued)
Cheryl Margaret Perzan
Kalispell







































































































Vickie Sue Stolz Willavize
Saginaw, Michigan





THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION (Continued)
’Lisa Crookshanks Wurster 
Missoula
Tammy Lynn Yaeger 
Great Falls
With High Honors
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HOME ECONOMICS















Mary Denise John 
Anaconda
Lisa A. Kurtz 
Whitefish
Pamela Ann Mancini 
Superior
Ardis Rae McGuire 
Great Falls
Laura Lee Mitchell 
Helena
With Honors 
Lori Pat Serviss 
Missoula 
’Christina N. Wall 
Missoula
With Honors
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN











’George Curtis Davey 












With a minor in Mathematical Sciences 
Joseph Bernard Klucewich III 
Alpine, California
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR


































SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
The candidates will be presented by Kathryn A. Martin, 
Dean of the School of Fine Arts
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
ART
Robert W. Cederberg









Sarah Dawn Alling 
Helena
With High Honors








































BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
DANCE
Mary Margaret Carol 
Dearborn, Michigan 
’Kenneth R. Jones 
Middletown, Rhode Island 
With Honors
DRAMA
Glynn J. Bartlett 
Stevensville

















































Bridey Darlene Sullivan 
Bozeman
With Honors












The candidates will be presented by Benjamin Stout, 
Dean of the School of Forestry








































































































THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY (Continued)
Sharon R. Spouse
Missoula
2Myra Jeannine Theimer 
Billings
With Honors
With a minor in Performance 
Michael L. Thraen
Omaha, Nebraska




’Eileen Marie Wanke 
Florence




’Kellie Marie Youmans 
Missoula
’Jeffrey J. Zimprich 
Brandon, South Dakota 
With High Honors












































East Worcester, New York
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RESOURCE CONSERVATION
Christine M. Bieker
Dillingham, Alaska
Also a major in Political Science 
















With High Honors 
With a minor in Zoology
Baccalaureate Degrees


























Santa Fe, New Mexico







With minors in Botany and Zoology
Peggy Sue Marshall 
Polson
University Scholar in the
Honors Program
With a minor in Zoology
SCIENCE IN WILDLIFE BIOLOGY (Continued)
2Kevin Daniel McBride
St. Paul, Minnesota







Hightstown, New Jersey 
Also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Zoology 
3Martin Theodore Schultz
Columbia, South Carolina 
’Gregory E. Siekaniec 
Moorhead, Minnesota
With minors in Zoology and Botany 
’Kent Loren Solberg 
Minot, North Dakota
With a minor in Zoology
Michael Joseph Stermitz 
Visalia, California 
With a minor in Zoology
Timothy James Swant
Rice Lake, Wisconsin







With a minor in Zoology
Baccalaureate Degrees
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM
The candidates will be presented by C. E. Hood, 
Dean of the School of Journalism
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM
Jeanine Bohannan
Long Beach, Califoma
With High Honors 




Georell Lee-Anne Copps 
Helena
With Honors
Also Bachelor of Arts
with a major in Interpersonal 








Also Bachelor of Arts in Radio-Television, 





With a minor in Computer Science 
Daniel James Dzuranin
Brookpark, Ohio
Also Bachelor of Science in Forestry 
Barbara Anne Fermanis
Seattle, Washington















With a minor in English 
Julie Michelle Heath 
Lewistown 
Brian Todd Justice 
Ekalaka





With a minor in Political Science 
2William Lawrence Miller
Placentia, California









With minors in Music Performance and 






Also Bachelor of Arts













With a minor in Political Science
Julie Terese Sullivan
Butte
With a minor in History
2Richard Erick Venola
La Crescenta, California





With a minor in Political Science
Baccalaureate Degrees




Also a major in Political Science,
With High Honors
’Lawrence Francis Winslow 
Vancouver, Washington 
’Conrad Erhardt Yunker 
Hamilton

















With a minor in Drama
Bartley James Freese
Miles City





With a minor in Political Science 
’Paula Jean Jellison
Kalispell

















SCHOOL OF PHARMACY AND ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 
The candidates will be presented by Philip Catalfomo, 
Dean of the School of Pharamcy and Allied Health Sciences
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Anne Marie Alfred
Mitchell, South Dakota
Also a major in Microbiology
Richard Philip Dratz
Polson












THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MICROBIOLOGY
’Mohammad R. Abbaszadegan 
Khorasan, Iran














With High Honors 
’Mark Scott Jensen
Templeton, Massachusetts 
Kristine A. Johnson 
Great Falls
With Honors
Leslie Marie La Voie
Missoula
THE DEGREE OF




















Also a major in Medical Technology 








Also a major in Biology
Also a major in Zoology 
With a minor in Botany
Jennifer Marie Super-Mihalovich 
Helena
Also a major in Medical Technology 
With a minor in Chemistry
Susan P. Wilson
Medford, Oregon

























































































The candidates will be presented by Raymond C. Murray, 
Dean of the Graduate School
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Timothy Albert Allwine................................................................
B.S., Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 1984
John A. Baker..................................................................................
B.A., Chapman College, Orange, California, 1976 
’William Earl Bealing, Jr..................................................................
B.S., Shippensburg State College, Pennsylvania, 1980 
Bonnie Jo Helen Bilant...................................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Mark David Blewett.......................................................................
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1978
Todd Albert Bodenhamer.............................................................
B.A., Central Washington State College, Ellensburg, 1977 
Dale Elizabeth Bozdog...................................................................
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1977
'Scott Brewster..................................................................................
B.S., University of Maryland, College Park, 1978
'Debra Ann Buchanan....................................................................
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1980 
'James P. Buchta..............................................................................
B.S., Syracuse University, Utica College, New York, 1975 
’Mon-Leung Chang..........................................................................
B.S., Pu Jen Catholic University, Taiwan, 1976
David Alan Corwin........................................................................
B.S., The Citadel, Charleston, South Carolina, 1980 
'William R. De Cou........................................................................
B.S., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 1970
M.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1976 
'Norman Kurt Dollhopf.................................................................
B.S., Michigan Technological University, Houghton, 1975 
’Bradley Dean Duty........................................................................
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, Colorado, 1980 
’Brian Keith Fiechtner....................................................................
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1980
Brian Fitzpatrick.............................................................................
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1982
Bruce MacKenzie Fraser...............................................................
B.M., University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 1974
’Paul Cameron Freed....................................................................
B.S., Univeristy of Akron, Ohio, 1980
Barnard T. Ghim...........................................................................
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, Colorado, 1982
David L. Gilbertson......................... ,..........................................




.............. Hanover, Pennsylvania 
........................................ Whitefish 
..............................................Helena 






New Kensington, Pennsylvania 
................................Missoula
................. Sheboygan, Wisconsin 











B.A., University of Montana, 1977
Karl John Greenhill................................................................................
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, Colorado, 1980 
Leslie S. Hahn.........................................................................................
B.S., Michigan Technological University, Houghton, 1976 
’Bernard W. Hasson................................................................................
B.A. in B.Ad., Lamar State University, Beaumont, Texas, 1979
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Sister Elizabeth Henry..............................................................................................................................Helena
B.S., Saint Mary College, Leavenworth, Kansas, 1968
Arnold Wallace Holcomb.................................................................................................Tupelo, Mississippi
B.S., Troy State University, Alabama, 1983
Owen D. Humphrey.................................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1973
Bradley E. Ibach.............................................................................................................. Pierre, South Dakota
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1979
Cheryl Ann Izbicki.............................................................................................................................Great Falls
B.S., Montana State Univesrity, Bozeman, 1982
’Lawrence Thomas Jimenez.................................................................................................. Pueblo, Colorado
B.S., University of Southern Colorado, Pueblo, 1976
’Michelle D. Juelfs............................................................................................................................... Great Falls
B.S., College of Great Falls, 1980
’Thomas Andrew Keenan.........................................................................................Piscataway, New Jersey
B.A., Newark State College, Union, New Jersey, 1975
Monty Eugene Knittel..........................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Pacific Union College, Angivin, California, 1978
Timothy L. Kober..................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S. in B.Ad., B.A., University of Montana, 1982, 1983
Dennis A. Lester.................................................................................................................................Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1973
’Andrew Mitchell Manley.................................................................................................. Duluth, Minnesota
B.A., University of Minnesota, Duluth, 1980
’Michael Duane McAlpine.........................................................................................................Sheldon, Iowa
B.S., University of South Dakota, Vermillion, 1981
’Timothy J. McGee..............................................................................................................................Great Falls
B.S. in H.P.E., University of Montana, 1982
’William James McMenamin.........................................................................................Indianapolis, Indiana
B.S., Purdue University, Indianapolis, Indiana, 1978
Peter Nicholas Micale IV.................................................................................................. San Angelo, Texas
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, Colorado, 1980
’Michael J. Miller................................................................................................................Milton, Washington
B.S., Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology, Butte, 1980
’Denise Marie Mitchell......................................................................................................................... Hamilton
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1979
’Gary William Myers.................................................................................................................................Somers
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
’John Francis O'Brien........................................................................................................Lake Forest, Illinois
B.S., University of Montana, 1979
’Elizabeth Ann Oleson........................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Chicago, Illinois, 1968
Ephraim Sunday Olugboye.......................................................................................... Kwara State, Nigeria
B.S., Ahmadu Bello University, Nigeria, 1975
Brian David Pedersen............................................................................................................................... Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1984
Mark L. Peterson......................................................................................................................................... Laurel
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
’Eldon Leroy Rash...................................................................................................................................Missoula
Also Master of Forestry
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1967 
’John David Robinson, Jr............................................................................................................... Bangs, Texas
B.A., University of Maryland, College Park, 1981
Clinton George Sampson............................................................................................Irvington, New Jersey
M.A., Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan, 1979
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
’Gary R. Schaertl.................................................................................................................................... Stevensville
B.S., Oregon State University, Corvallis, 1972
Vyonne B. Sheppard...................................................................................................................................... Havre
B.A., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1976
Wendy Ruth Sire.................................................................................................................................................. Belt
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1975
Stephen L. Smestad............................................................................................................. San Antonio, Texas
B.A., Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma, Washington, 1975
Wendy Jo Smith................................................................................................................. La Crosse, Wisconsin
B.S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1983
2Robert H. Soucy.........................................................................................................Hudson, New Hampshire
B.S., Louisiana Technological University, Ruston, 1975
2Kim M. Strakal.........................................................................................................................................Philipsburg
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1978
2Donald Henry Stuhlman......................................................................................... West Haven, Connecticut
B.S., Southern Connecticut State College, New Haven, 1969
Richard Walter Stumpf................................................................................................................... Axtell, Kansas
B.S., Kansas State University, Manhattan, 1979
Phillip Bryan Sutton...................................................................................................................................Bozeman
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
’Calvin L. Swartz......................................................................................................................Addison, Michigan
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, Colorado, 1979
Ryan S. Ushijima........................................................................................................................Honolulu, Hawaii
B.S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1979
Juris Doctor, University of Montana, 1984
’Bradford Morgan Vorhees.................................................................................................. Seattle, Washington
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1979
’Scott Whitney Walley............................................... ......................................................... Winter Park, Florida
B.S., Florida State University, Tallahassee, 1978
2J. Robert Washburn................................................................................................................................Great Falls
B.S., Utah State University, Logan, 1980
Randy L. Whipple........................................................................................................................Ontario, Oregon
B.S., Oregon State University, Corvallis, 1980
’Gary Lee Whitney............................................................................................................................................Laurel
B.S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1983
Thomas Ray Whitten..............................................................................................Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
B.S., Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, 1977
’Tammara Sherise Wigger...............................................................................................................................Carter
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1983
’Jovanna Maronick Wooden................................................................................................................. Great Falls
B.A., St. Mary College, Xavier, Kansas, 1964
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
’Vicki L. Andre................................................................................................................................................. Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
’Cynthia K. Gassett...................................................................................................................Lind, Washington
B.A., Washington State University, Pullman, 1982
’Elizabeth June Jackson..........................................................................................Grand Forks, North Dakota
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
’Judy McCabe...................................................................................................................... Klamath Falls, Oregon
B.A., University of Hawaii, Honolulu, 1965
M.A., University of Texas, Austin, 1970
Maureen Patricia McMahon.........................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1982
’Karen L. Olde....................................................................................................................... Lakewood, Colorado
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES 
AND DISORDERS (Continued)
Jamie Ruffato.........................................
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1982
Michelle M. Shue.................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
.......................................Billings
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION
Anne Margaret Amsden.......................................................
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1947
‘Richard M. Barnett, Jr...........................................................
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1975
Donald L. Bidwell..................................................................
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1971
‘Jennifer Katherine (Blume) Boyer.....................................
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1973
‘Carolyn Johnson Brock........................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1966
‘Reyneau Paul Busch..............................................................
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1978
Terry Nestor Caton..............................................................
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1973
‘Vonda Joy Chatterton..........................................................
B. of Educ., University of Lethbridge, Canada, 1981
‘Loretta Underwood Cooper...............................................
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1961
‘John Tabor Cornish..............................................................
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1983
2Peggy Louise Eddie............................................................
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1977
‘Virginia Willis Egli...............................................................
B.A., Whitworth College, Spokane, Washington, 1955
‘Debra Howes Erickson.......................................................
B.S., University of Maine, Orono, 1975
‘Paula E. Fjeld.........................................................................
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1977
‘Brenda Sue Gillhouse........................................................
B.A., St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota, 1979
‘Mary Kay Gillhouse...........................................................
B.A., Illinois State University, Normal, 1973
‘Arvid James Grier...............................................................
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1970
‘Sally Carmody Hickman...................................................
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1974
Brenda Claire Houchen.....................................................
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1981
Thomas Curran Kallay......................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
3Karen A. Kester...................................................................
B.S. inH.P.E., University of Montana, 1972
3Christine Evans Kloppel...................................................
B.A., College of Great Falls, Montana, 1978
‘Beth Burbank Kober..........................................................
B.M., University of Montana, 1960
Jo-Ann Thome Lange........................................................
B.A., Fresno State College, California, 1964
......................................Broadus 
























THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION (Continued)
Marguerite Stewart Larson........................................................................................................................Polson
B.S., Shippensburg State College, Pennsylvania, 1947
’Russell Vannice Lodge.......................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1977
’Laraine J. Lundgren.........................................................................................................................West Glacier
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
Virginia Dean Mallory..........................................................................................................Taos, New Mexico
A. B., University of California, Berkeley, 1950
’David C. Malouf............................................................................................................................................... Lolo
B. A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1971
Bill (Wilbur) V. Martin.......................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1966
Judith Ann Martin....................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, 1966
’Kenneth R. Masterson........................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1973
’Robert A. McKean....................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., University of Maryland, College Park, 1969
Barbara Mino............................................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., Colorado College, Colorado Springs, 1962
John Michael Moffatt...............................................................................................................................Chinook
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1972
Veronica Cudell Morris..........................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Beloit College, Wisconsin, 1971 
’Joyce B. Nachtsheim..................................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1970 
’Walter B. Nachtsheim............................................................................................................................... Helena
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1967
Kay Marie Nelson.................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1978
Tom Louis Oldenburg........................................................................................................................ Lewistown
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1979
’Barbara Anne Gilliland Olson................................................................................................... Columbia Falls
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1966
Russell Burgess Pannoni................................................................................................................................ Babb
B.S., Westfield State College, Washington, 1972
Prakhong Pattanatornchai....................................................................................Kamphaengphet, Thailand
B.A., Chiengmoi University, Thailand, 1976
’Lois J. Patton.............................................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1978
Sharon Peiffer Pennington....................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1971
Betty L. Poitras.........................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1975
’Bonnie M. Raeth..................................................................................................................................... Kalispell
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1969
'Anne L. Reinsei....................................................................................................................................... Missoula
A. B., Wilson College, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, 1957
’Thomas Rogers............................................................................................................................................... Plains
B. S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1980
Robert Bryan Rundle.............................................................................................................................. Glasgow
B.S. in Educ., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1970
'Richard T. Seitz.............................................................................................................................................Helena
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1972
'Bonnie Madigan Snavely...................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Barat College, Lake Forest, Illinois, 1979
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION (Continued)
‘Karl Raymond Swab.................................................................................................................................... Arlee
B.S., University of Texas, Dallas, 1978
’Mary Jo Swartley.................................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1974
Mark A. Thane........................................................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1980
Gary Edward Thomas.................................................................................................................... Stevensville
B.M., University of Montana, 1965
Richard Walter Trerise..............................................................................................................................Helena
B.M.E., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1975
Janette Johansson Turbak................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., Augustana College, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, 1970
JoAn Turner............................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., Augustana College, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, 1962
’Stephen B. Tyree..................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Fort Hays Kansas State College, 1966
’Paul Lloyd Wallin......................................................................................................................................Bigfork
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1978
’Matthew Jay Weller..............................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Central College, Pella, Iowa, 1979
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
ART
’Erica L. .. ................................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.F.A., Rockford College, Illinois, 1982
’William C. Brinkman................................................................................................................Aurora, Illinois
B.F.A., Kansas City Art Institute, Missouri, 1972
3Chi-Ling Annie Chan........................................................................................................Hong Kong, China
B.A., Leeds Polytechnic, England, 1980
’Patrick John Jones.....................................................................................................................................Bigfork
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
M.S., St. John's University, Collegeville, Minnesota, 1981
David Parkhurst Smith........................................................................................Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
B.A., Albion College, Michigan, 1981
CREATIVE WRITING
Joyce Helena Brusin....................................................................................................Long Beach, California
B.A., California State University, Long Beach, 1980
Jon Edward Davis............................................................................................................Orange, Connecticut
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
’Rodney Russell Elrod....................................................................................................Winnsboro, Louisiana
B.A., Northeast Louisiana University, Monroe, 1979
Gregory S. Lenihan............................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota, 1970
Lynda Joan McCarter........................................................................................................ Salt Lake City, Utah
B.S., B.A., M.A., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1978, 1978, 1980
Howard William Morris.......................................................................................... Wenatchee, Washington
B.A., Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma, Washington, 1977
’Timothy Wallace Muskat................................................................................Silver Lake, New Hampshire
Also Master of Arts
With a major in English
A. B., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 1982
’Dale Steven Ulland........................................................................................................ San Diego, California




B.A., Univeristy of Montana, 1978
Missoula
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Claude David File...................................................................................................................Lansing, Michigan
B.A., Grand Valley State College, Allendale, Michigan, 1978
3Marilla Whitney Hasseries.............................................................................................Spokane, Washington
A. B., University of California, Berkeley, 1966
Michele Meyer ....................................................................................................................................Paris, France
B. A., Universite Paris, France, 1984
3Mary Helen Neill.................................................................................................................. Springfield, Illinois
B.A., Marillac College, St. Louis, Missouri, 1972
Pamelia Austin Newbern....................................................................................................... Florence, Oregon
B.A. in Jour, University of Montana, 1983
Barbara Jean Whitmer..........................................................................................................................Wolf Point
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC
Terry J. Annalora...............................................................
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1976
Jeffrey L. Hunter...............................................................
B.M., Millikin University, Decatur, Illinois, 1980
M.M., Roosevelt University, Chicago, Illinois, 1983
........ Miles City
Arthur, Illinois
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC EDUCATION
HelenaJae Scott Kall............................................................................................ ....................................................
B.M.E., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1979
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
’Jonathan Bolaji Afolabi.....................................................................................................Kwara State, Nigeria
B.S., Institute of Administration, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria, 1980
Dona Marie Beck..................................................................................................................................... Anaconda
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1970
John C. Bhend.......................................................................................................................Stockton, California
B.A., University of Pacific, Stockton, California, 1976
’Timothy Scott Burton........................................................................................................................... Great Falls
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1982
Deborah Jean George............................................................................................................ Washington, D.C.
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
Tewolde Habtemicael..................................................................................................... Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
B.A., Haile Seilassie University, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 1973
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Ruth Clarke Hamlin........................................................................
B.A., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1978
’Laura A. Harrison............................................................................
B.S., University of Missouri, Columbia, 1978
’Patrick J. Keating.............................................................................
B.S., St. John's University, Collegeville, Minnesota, 1979
3Atiku Abubakar Kigo......................................................................
B.S., University of Ibadan, Sokoto, Nigeria, 1978
Colleen Lindsay................................................................................
B.S., Utah State University, Logan, 1974
Coleen Quest Magera.....................................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1972
Mel McCoy.......................................................................................
B.A., Eastern Washington State College, Cheney, 1967
Daniel Alan Obermeyer................................................................
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1971
Titus Olarewaju Olatonade..........................................................
B.A., University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, 1981
Jubilee Oinoko Oono.....................................••••••........................
B.A., Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria, 1981
John F. Piquette...............................................................................
B.S., University of Montana, 1971
Marcie Beebe Rundle.....................................................................
B.A., Juris Doctor, Univerity of Montana, 1980, 1984
2Ranjit Singh......................................................................................









.........................  Missoula 
......Ikeja, Lagos State, Nigeria 





B.S., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1979
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS FOR TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS
2Linda Kay Meier.......................................................................................................................................Conrad
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1972
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE 
CHEMISTRY
’Jon L. Beihoffer..................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., University of Minnesota, Duluth, 1981
Eugene Ronald Berger............................................................................................................Atlanta, Georgia
B.S., Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia, 1965
M.S., Georgia State College, Atlanta, 1971
M.S., Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., 1974
Laura Janeen Locken.............................................................................................. Aberdeen, South Dakota
B.S., South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, 1983
Pravit Santiwattana.............................................................................................................Bangkok, Thailand
B.S., C/iu/a/ongkom University, Bangkok, Thailand, 1980
COMPUTER SCIENCE
’Warren M. Bartlett...........................................................................
B.A., University of South Florida, Tampa, 1973 
M.B.A., University of Montana, 1981
K. Garry Dyer...................................................................................





2Stephen Skelly Goheen........................................................................................................................... Corvallis
A. B., Harvard College, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1970
B. S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1975
’Leslie Edgar Darney Hemmingson...................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Oregon State Univerity, Corvallis, 1970
M.A., State University of New York, Binghamton, 1976
’Alice Yuning (Michelle) Liao...................................................................................................... Taipei, Taiwan
B.S., National Taiwan, Taipei, 1974
M.S., Rutgers-State, New Jersey, 1979
’Murali Veeramoney ...................................................................................... Bombay, India
B.S., Mithibai College of Arts, Bombay, India, 1981
M.S., University of Bombay, India, 1983
Dale Walter Wicks.......................................................................................................................................Chester
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Christine M. Brick.....................................................................................
B.A., Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota, 1979
Carole Leslie Cloonan..............................................................................
B.S., University of Wisconsin, Green Bay, 1980
Danny W. Corti..........................................................................................
B.S., Lyndon State College, Lyndonville, Vermont, 1980
’Frank C. Crowley.......................................................................................
B.A., College of The Holy Cross, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1969
J.D., Boston College Law School, Massachusetts, 1973
’Mark L. Dewart.........................................................................................
B.S., Eastern Kentucky Univeristy, Richmond, 1977
Olufayo Fayo Ekisola................................................................................
B.S., University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point, 1981
Robert Kirk Ford........................................................................................
B.S., Humbolt State University, Arcata, California, 1980
Jane R. Frost......................................................................
B.S., State University of New York, Albany, 1981
Linda C. Hedstrom.............................................................
B.S., University of Montana, 1970
Nancy Lair Heil ......................................................
B.S., B.A., University of Texas, Austin, 1979
’Kenneth D. Light....................................................
A. B., Whitman College, Walla Walla, Washington, 1977
Stephen Bruce Mehring...........................................................
B. S., College of Great Falls, 1981
’Mark David O'Keefe.................................................................
B.A., California State University, Sacramento, 1977
Marin Alexander Popoff.....................................
B.S., University of California, Los Angeles, 1977
’Robin Steinkraus Potter......................................
B.A., Bemidji State College, Minnesota, 1977
Bruce Franklin Schliemann................................................
B.S., Michigan State University, East Lansing, 1980
Mark D. Shapley..................................................................
B.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1979
Lisa W. Shepperd ..............................................





















Bruce Konrad Muir Anderson..............................................
B.A., University of California, Santa Cruz, 1984
Leslie Leah Anderson.............................................................
B.S., University of California, Berkeley, 1982
3David A. Baumbauer...............................................................
B.S., Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, 1982 
Patrick M. Burke.......................................................................
B.A., University of California, San Diego, 1972
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1983
Emily Elizabeth Chesick.........................................................
B.A., Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota, 1981 
Judith Frese Danielson...........................................................
B.S., Bates College, Lewiston, Maine, 1959
2Daron Lee Duncan...................................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
Elizabeth F. Munger Easterling...........................................
B.S., Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, 1982
James Alan Eaton....................................................................
B.S., Oregon State College, Corvallis, 1982
Robert H. Ethridge III............................................................
B.S., University of Montana, 1982
Pamala Raye Hackley..............................................................
A. B., Stanford University, Palo Alto, California, 1975
David Allan Hull.....................................................................
B. S.F., University of Montana, 1980
Craig Stephen Jourdonnais..................................................
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1982
2Robert E. Keane II...................................................................
B.S., University of Maine, Orono, 1978
2Susan Linda Klein...................................................................
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1983
Janice Krueger..........................................................................
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1980
2Garry Allen Oye......................................................................
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1981
2Samuel Peter Redfern............................................................
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1979
..............Chagrin Falls, Ohio 
..............Concord, California 
............... Ft. Wayne, Indiana 
.................................... Missoula





____________ Hudson,. Ohio 
_______ Oakland, California 
_____Menlo Park, California 
________________ Great Falls 
__________ Oldtown, Maine 
________ Tarzana, California 
__________________ Missoula 





B.A., University of California, Santa Cruz, 1982 
2William Campbell Brandon........................................................
B.S., Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, 1981
Garry lames Carlson.....................................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
2Kenn Daniel Walter Cartier.......................................................
B.S., Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, 1978
Barbara L. De Angelis................................................
B.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1979
Laura Ann Emmart...................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
Sue Ann Finstick..........................................................................
B.A., DePauw University, Greencastle, Indiana, 1976
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
Joseph H. Griffin ......................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
David William Harris...................................................................















B.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1981
George Hudak.........................................................................
B.S., Ohio State University, Columbus, 1975
Jeffery E. Larson........................................................................
B.A., St. Cloud State University, Minnesota, 1983
Dave Eric Leppert.......................................................................
B.S., Utah State University, Logan, 1976
James B. Lippert.......................................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
Donald Lionel Lofgren.............................................................
B.A., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1983
’Jeffrey D. Lonn...........................................................................
B.A., Colorado College, Colorado Springs, 1979
Daniel J. McGrane.......................................................................
B.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collilns, 1979
’Michael F. McGroder.................................................................
B.S., University of California, Santa Cruz, 1980
Anthony C. Runkel........................................ ...........................
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
’Pamela Gayle Lindell Sikkink..................................................
B.S., Bemidji State College, Minnesota, 1977
Stephen Jeffrey Simpson............................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
Holice Andrew Synder.............................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
Michael B. Thomas.......................................................................
B.S., Central Washington University, Ellensburg, 1982
David Joel Waisman...................................................................
B.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1979
’Ian Allan Watson..........................................................................
B.S., Washington State University, Pullman, 1982
Michael T. Whalen.......................................................................
B.A., Rutgers College, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1983
Marvin Otis Woods.....................................................................
B.S., University of California, Davis, 1982
................... Arvada, Colorado 
..................Youngstown, Ohio 
........ Hutchinson, Minnesota 
........................Hamilton, Ohio 
....Shawnee Mission, Kansas 




............... Kenyon, Minnesota 
.............................. Seeley Lake 
..........Morton Grove, Illinois 
..........■,....................... Missoula 





HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Brad T. Alexander...............................................................................
B.S., Arizona State Univesrity, Tempe, 1981
’Robert Allen Bohonus........................................................................
B. of Phys. Ed., University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 1974
’Clarence Eugene Bums.....................................................................
B.A., University of California, Berkeley, 1981
’Diane Karen Hammer.....................................................
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1974
Eugene A. Kay....................................................................
B.S., University of Montana, 1983
Joseph David Lesar............................................................
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1979
Craig James Montagne......................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1976
Sarah D. Novak.................................................
B.S., Baylor University, Waco, Texas, 1978 
‘Katherine Ann O'Brien......................................................





.Millerton, New York 
........................Missoula 
............... Boone, Iowa 
Mount Vernon, Iowa 
........................Chinook
Graduate Degrees
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Continued)
’Craig A. Olson..................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., B.S. in H.P.E., University of Montana, 1974, 1976 I
Gordon Lee Opel.................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1983
’Cathy Ann Prinslow.................................................................................................. Central Point, Oregon
B.A., Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, 1974
2M. Diane Stinson................................ . ................................................................Calgary, Alberta, Canada
B.S., University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, 1974
’Kerstin Stoedefalke...........................................................................................State College, Pennsylvania
B.S., Penn State, University Park, Pennsylvania, 1983
’Blaine G. Taylor.................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1982
’Timothy Ronald Wenzel...................................................................................... Calgary, Alberta, Canada
B.S., University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, 1976
Diane L. Westbrook............................................................................................................. Twin Falls, Idaho
B.S., Boise State College, Idaho, 1972
MICROBIOLOGY
’Rongsuey Chyr...........................................................................................................................Taipei, Taiwan
B.S., Fu Jen University, Taipei Hsien, Taiwan, 1979
’Stuart Anthony Hill...........................................................................................................Bradford, England
B.S., University of St. Andrews, Scotland, 1977
Patrick Arthur Juneau....................................................................................................................... Browning
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1972
’William Michael Whitmire................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., B.S. in Micro., University of Montana, 1974, 1978
PHARMACY
Renta Magdalena Hutabarat.............................................................................. North Sumatra, Indonesia
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1980
RECREATION MANAGEMENT
Joseph Lawrence Ashor............................................................................................. La Canada, Califomic
B.S., Whitworth College, Spokane, Washington, 1978
Debra Louise Dowell........................................................................................................................... Hamiltor
B.A., Bowling Green State University, Ohio, 1977
Jeffrey E. Frost.........................................................................................................  Missoula
B.S., University of Montana, 1983
’Brian C. Kenner....................................................................................................................................MissouL
B.S., South Dakota State University, Brookings, 1978
’Barbara Koke Ten Broeck......................................................................................... Wilmington, Delaware
B.A., Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio, 1979
Michael Terramin..................................................................................................................................Missoula
A. B., St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1971
RESOURCE CONSERVATION
Christopher Sharum Ashby.................................................................................................... Juneau, Alask<
B. A., College of The Orzarks, Clarksville, Arkansas, 1966
RURAL TOWN AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Ann Englehart.......................................................................................................................Portland, Oregoi
B.A., Portland State University, Oregon, 1974
Graduate Degrees
WILDLIFE BIOLOGY
R. Bradford Allen.......................... Brunswick, Maine
B.S., University of Maine, Orono, 1979
Kevin L. Berner........................... Cobleskill, New York
B.S. in W.Bio., Colorado State, Fort Collins, 1978
Robin Rae Brown.........................................................................................................Silver Spring, Maryland
B.S. in W.Bio., B.A., University of Montana, 1980
Scott Michael Brainerd.........................................................................................................Anchorage, Alaska
B.S., University of Alaska, Fairbanks, 1981
’Steven Leroy Cain..............................................................................................................Fullerton, California
B.A., Humbolt State University, Arcata, California, 1979
John Charles Grant..................................................................................................Forked River, New Jersey
B.S. in W.Bio., South Dakota State University, Brookings, 1982
’Richard B. Harris......................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Bennington College, Vermont, 1974
’John L. Hechtel....................................................................................................................Westchester, Illinois
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
’Jeffrey W. Holm........................................................................................................... Vancouver, Washington
B.S., Washington State University, Pullman, 1981
Susan Kay Kraft................................................................................................ Steamboat Springs, Colorado
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
’Nancy K. Lee......................................................   Lombard, Illinois
B.S., Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, 1979
’Richard David Mace................................................... Fort Dodge, Iowa
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1978
’Jeffrey S. Marks.............................................................................................................. Westport, Connecticut
B.S. in W.Bio. University of Montana, 1979
’Sally Loretta Olson......................................................................................................................................Billings
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1977 
’Bernard Peyton III................................................................................................................................... Missoula
A. B., Harvard College, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1972
’Robert Thomas Yeager...........................................................................................................................Missoula
B. S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1979
’Donald D. Young, Jr...............................................................................................Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1978
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS 
ANTHROPOLOGY
’Charles Milo McLeod...............................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 1976
Lawrence E. Moore............................................................................................................ Placentia, California
B.A., University of California, Irvine, 1983
Judith Prochorchik Oberst............................................................................................. Chaplin, Connecticut
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1981
ART
’Donald Joseph Daigle..........................................................................................................Milwaukie, Oregon
B.A., Portland State University, Oregon, 1982
’John L. Koverman.....................................................................................................................Cincinnati, Ohio
B.F.A., Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 1977
’Brian M. Schmid..................................................................................................................................Frenchtown
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1974
Graduate Degrees
BOTANY
2Kathleen Elizabeth Ahlenslager......................................................................................... Fresno, California .
B.A., University of California, Santa Barbara, 1976
Martha Elizabeth Apple....................................................................................................Grafton, Wisconsin I
B.A., B.A., University of Montana, 1981
Gary Joseph Ray...............................................................................................................Lynchburg, Virginia
B.S., University of Maryland, College Park, 1978
’Janice Marie Strachan........................................................................................ Crescent Springs, Kentucky
B.A., Thomas More College, Covington, Kentucky, 1981
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
3Holli J. Bell.............................................................................................................................................. Glendive
B.A., University of Montana, 1981 :
2Linda Jean Briggs...................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
Lisa M. Cooney.......................................................................................................................... Barrow, Alaska
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
Prudence Ann Cromwell............... ,..................................................................... Calgary, Alberta, Canada
B.A., University of Montana, 1976
Glenn A. Johnson.................................................................................................................Newark, Delaware
A. B., Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1976
2Kari L. Morris...................................................................................................................... Waseca, Minnesota
B. A., University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, 1979
Nancy Ann Murray.................................................................................................................. Hope, Arkansas
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
Carol Stewart Scott................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
DRAMA
Yong-Gyu Kim.................................................................................................................. Kun-San City, Korea
B.A., Chung-Ang University, Seoul, Korea, 1980
ECONOMICS
William Gustaf Johnson.....................................................................................................................Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
John Edward Tubbs.........................................................  Helena
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1983
ENGLISH
’Lidija M. Davidovska.......................................................................................................... Skopje, Yugoslavia
B.A., Cyril Methodius University, Skopje, Yugoslavia, 1981
Joy DeStefano........................................................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1975
Tami Kay Haaland................................................................................................................................ Inverness
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
2Marion Doreen Hollings.......................................................................................Ortley Beach, New Jersey
B.S., Tulane University of Louisiana, 1978
David Scott Lebo.................................................................................................................. Towson, Marylanc
B.A., Frostburg State College, Maryland, 1977
Kristy Kay Levitt.................................................................................................................................... Bozemar
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1979
’Patrick V. McDonnell, Jr...............................................................................................Marlboro, New Jersey
B.A., Manhattan College, Bronx, New York, 1972
2Gary A. Parks......................................................................................................................................Philipsburg




B.A., Beijing Institute of Foreign Languages, China, 1979
’Sallie Hughes Scott.....................................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
Jane Blake Simonds....................................................................
A. B., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 1982
Richard L. Unruh.........................,.............................................






Paul Allen Beaufait.................................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
’Danny Morris Blake............................................................................................................................... Kalispell
B.A., University of Montana, 1976
Carol Ann Maxwell................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Universite De Rennes, Haute Britagene, France, 1979
GEOGRAPHY
David J. Springer.....................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., San Jose State University, California, 1976
GERMAN
’Carolyn Elizabeth Leavengood............................................................................................................ Bozeman
B.A., Kansas State University, Manhattan, 1963
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
Jon Bonnicksen............................................................................................................Canoga Park, California
B.S., University of Montana, 1979
Patricia M. Casey ...................................................................................................................................Anaconda
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1973
’Vernon L. Dearing, Jr.................... .......................................................................... San Francisco, California
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
’Richard L. Halpern.................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 1981
’Louise Jones............................................................................................................................................. Missoula
A.B., University of California, Berkeley, 1960
’Mary Gilmore Kurzka....................................  ........................................................................... Hamilton
A. B., Lindenwood College, St. Charles, Missouri, 1965
M.A., University of Denver, Colorado, 1968
Sharon Larson................................................................................................................................................Victor
B. A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1971
'Donald A. McArthur............................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., Kent State University, Ohio, 1978
\ Diane M. McLaverty...............................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
' Peggy J. Miller......................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
Rhonda Nelson...............................................................................................................................................J°Phn
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
’Lynne Alison Picard.............................................  Houston, Missouri
B.S., M.S., University of Missouri, Columbia, 1974, 1980
j Kathleen Ann Raettig . .......................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh, 1977
Graduate Degrees
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING (Continued)
’Kelli Lynn Sullivan..........................................................................................North Hollywood, California
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
2Jude Francis Trowbridge.....................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Walsh College, Canton, Ohio, 1973
HISTORY
’Louis J. Bahin III...........................................................................................................New York, New York
B.A., Hamilton College, Clinton, New York, 1980
Stephenie Ambrose Tubbs.................................................................................... New Orleans, Louisiana
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION
Vicki Marshall Cocchiarella................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Gloria Anne Dutton............................................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A., Rutgers, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1977
’Mary Feuersinger..................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Fort Wright College, Spokane, Washington, 1972
’Diane Baxter Foley.......................................................................................................................................Butte
B.S., University of The State of New York, Albany, 1980
Mary Ellen Houtchens Horton............................................................................................................Boulder
B.A., B.A., University of Montana, 1982, 1984
’Christopher C. Kennedy............................................................................ East Lansdowne, Pennsylvania
A. B., Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1978
Marcus George Lang................... Missoula
B. A., University of Montana, 1982
’Dean Richard Pioli...................................................................................................San Anselmo, California
B.A., San Francisco State University, California, 1981
’Robertino D. Redsteer.........................................................................................................Flagstaff, Arizona
B.S., Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, 1982
JOURNALISM
Raymond Greg Ekness............................................................................................... Crosby, North Dakota
B.A. R-TV, University of Montana, 1983
Gordon Gray Gregory..................................................................................................Gardnerville, Nevada
B.S., University of Nevada, Reno, 1975
Christine L. Johnson........................................................................................................................... Hamilton
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1958 
William Greeley Phippen, Jr...................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., St. Lawrence University, Canton, New Jersey, 1975
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
2Abdul-Hamid Abu-Al-Rub................................................................................Qabatica, Westbank, Israel
B.S., Birzeit University, West Bank, Israel, 1981
’Larry J. Baxter...........................................................................................................................................Billings
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1982 
’Raphael Segundo Belloso.................................................................................................Caracas, Venezuela
B.S., Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington, 1981
PHILOSOPHY
’Dale R. Mrkich.......................................................................................................................................Missoula




B.A., University of Montana, 1981
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Dianne L. Donnelly.............................................................................................................................. Miles City
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
’Masaki Sakai.....................................................................................................................................Tokyo, Japan
B.A., Rocky Mountain College, Billings, 1982
’Mohsen Shabdar................................................................................................................................... Ham, Iran
B.A., Rocky Mountain College, Billings, 1983
PSYCHOLOGY
’John Christian Andre................................................................................................................................. Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
Thomas J. Clucas.................................................................................................................Greybull, Wyoming
B.A., University of Wyoming, Laramie, 1980
Amy Paris......................................................................................................................................Houston, Texas
B.A., William Marsh Rice University, Houston, Texas, 1977
’Michael Joseph Scolatti..........................................................................................................Portland, Oregon
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
’John Carl Sommers....................................................................................................Vancouver, Washington
B.S., Oregon State University, Corvallis, 1980
Gregory L. Wilson........................................................................................................ Chula Vista' California
A. B., San Diego State University, California, 1980
’Jonette R. Zulauf.........................................................  Missoula
B. A., West Washington University, Bellingham, 1974
M.A., California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, 1979
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
James Alan Anderson.................................................................................................................................... Libby
B.A., Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma, Washington, 1972
’Patricia Anne Burger.............................................................................. ....Rancho Palos Verde, California
B.A., California State University, Dominquez Hills, 1982
Vera Marie Hoene...................................................................................................................................... Billings
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1979
Janet Jones Quinn...................................................................................................................................... Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
SOCIOLOGY
Rebecca A. Armstrong....................................................................
B.S., Marshall University, Huntington, West Virginia, 1982
’Phyllis Karren Baird-Olson.............................................................
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1962
Nancy S. Blom...................................................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
’Glenn A. Connor..............................................................................
B.A., University of Montana, 1983
’Gladys Elison Hardin......................................................................
B.A. in Edwc., University of Montana, 1970
J. Lee Hargraves...............................................................................
B.S., College of Great Falls, 1982
.French Creek, West Virginia 







’Anita Fisher .....................................  Costa Mesa, California
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
ZOOLOGY
3Mark Earl Aronson.................................................................................................................. ..Dubuque, Iowa
B.A., B.M., University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1977
Rebecca Jane Everett........................................................................................................... Oroville, California
B.S., University of California, Davis, 1976
2Mark John Geisslinger............................................................................................ Boundbrook, New Jersey
B.S., Rutgers State University, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1981
Thomas Frederick Golnar.....................................................................................................Conifer, Colorado
B.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1982
David Paul Hendricks............................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1975 
Stephen Howe........................................................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A., Franklin Pierce College, Rindge, New Hampsire, 1979
Patrick Donald Mullen......................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S., University of Oregon, Eugene, 1982 
Nathaniel C. Shambaugh........................................................................North Conway, New Hampshire
B.A., University of New Hampshire, Durham, 1979
ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL DEGREES
SCHOOL OF LAW
The candidates will be presented by John O. Mudd, 
Dean of the School of Law
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR
Eric Keith Anderson................ Helena
With Honors
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1979
Elizabeth Scott Barnard Baker.....................................................................................Spokane, Washington
With High Honors
B.A., University of Washington, Seattle, 1982
Rebecca Summerville Barlow..................................................................... Missoula
With Honors
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1975 
Beverly Ann Barnett......................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1975
Joseph Barrett........................................................................................................................................... Missoula
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
Valeria A. Bashor..................................................................................................................................... Missoula
With Honors
B.A., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1981 
Nancy Maria Belcheff............................................................................................................Kent, Washington
B.A., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1982
Jeanne Matthews Bender....................................................................................................................... Missoula
With High Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1965
Jon Ronald Binney............................................................................................. Belle Fourche, South Dakota
With Honors
B.A., M.A., Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, 1977, 1981
’C. A. (Bill) Bishop......................................................................................................................................Polson
B.A., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1951
David Hunter Bjomson............................................................................................................................Billings
With Honors
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1979
David M. Blurton.........................................................................................................................Juneau, Alaska
B.S., Humboldt State University, Arcata, California, 1975
Jennifer Sue Bordy.................................................................................................................................. Missoula
With Honors
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1982
Jean McArthur Bowman......................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
Patricia Leigh Brolin-Ribi....................................................................................................................Anaconda
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
Janet C. Brosius..................................  Billings
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1979
William B. Budge........................................................................................................................................Laurel
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
M.A., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1973
Hilary Hays Bush.............................................................................................................................Sitka, Alaska
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
Jean Adele Carter........................................................................................................................................Bigfork
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1966
M.A., University of Montana, 1979
Advanced Professional Degrees
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR (Continued)
Floyd D. Corder................................................................................................................................ Fort Benton
With High Honors
B.S. in B.Ad., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1976
Joseph Emil Crnich.......................................................................................................................................Butte
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1980
Darcy Hoffman Crum.......................................................................................................................... Glendive
With Honors
B.A., Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington, 1982
John Patrick Davis........................................................................................................................................ Butte
With Honors
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1982
Michael Howard Dolson................................................................................................................Flot Springs
B.A., Thomas Aquinas College, Santa Paula, California, 1981
’Janalyn Sue Edmondson.................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Albion College, Michigan, 1971
James Keith Fewer................................................................................................................................Glasgow
With Honors
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1981 
Kristine L. Foot...........................................................................................................................Columbia Falls
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
Nancy Gibson......................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
3Michael Lewis Halligan....................................................................................................................... Billings
B.A., M.P.A., University of Montana, 1975, 1977
Elizabeth A. Halverson........................................................................................................................... Billings
B.A., Saint Mary’s College, Notre Dame, Indiana, 1982
’Cindy White Haro.................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1976
Michael Patrick Heringer........................................................................................................................ Billings
B.A., Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington, 1981
Elaine M. Hightower........................................................................................................................... Missoula
With High Honors
B.A., Yale College, New Haven, Connecticut, 1982
Margaret Ann Hills-Crawford.............................................................................................. Eugene, Oregon
With High Honors
B.S. in Pharm., Oregon State University, Eugene, 1980
Kathy Bidegaray Irigoin.................................................................................................................... Culbertson
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
Thomas Joseph Irigoin......................................................................................................................... Lambert
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1980
Cornelius J. Kelly................................................................. .................................................................Missoula
B.A., St. Thomas, Denver, Colorado, 1954
Ph.D., Laval University, Quebec, Canada, 1963
Anthony William Kendall.......................................................................................................Gallatin Canyon
B.S. in B.Ad., The American University, Washington, D.C., 1976
Jean Meuli Kunz....................................................................................................................................... Dayton
With Honors
B.A. in B.Ad., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1980 
’Kathryn Louise Weaver Lambert.......................................................................................................Bozeman
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1978
Vicki Knudsen Long............................................................................................................................. Glasgow
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1982
Mark Wayne Mattioli................................................................................................................................... Butte
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
Advanced Professional Degrees
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR (Continued)
3C. Kathleen McBridge................................................................................................................................... Butte
B.S., University of Redlands, California, 1974
M.S., University of Montana, 1977
Kris Allen McLean.............................................................................................................................Drummond
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1982
Marshal Lee Mickelson..............................................................................................................................Billings
With Honors
B.A., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1982
Thomas J. Murphy................................................................................................................................. Bozeman
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1979
Dennis A. NettikSimmons...................................................................................................................Missoula
With Honors
Also Master of Arts
with a major in Philosophy
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
Kelly M. O'Sullivan................................................................................................................................... Billings
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
’Brooke Corley Pew...........................................................................................................Garden City, Kansas
B.A., Arizona State University, Tempe, 1976
Kathleen Phair Barnard........................................................................................................................ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
Kenneth Paul Pitt................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1982
’Jami Davenport Prins..................................................................................................Upper Arlington, Ohio
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
Chris Ragar................................................................................................................................................Glendive
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
Carolyn A. Reardon......................................................................................................................... East Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
Guy Wesley Rogers...................................................................................................................................Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1981
Brendon James Rohan................................................................................................................................... Butte
With Honors
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1976
John Conn Schulte.......................................................................................................................................... Lolo
With Honors
B.S., Lake Erie College, Painesville, Ohio, 1972
Scott H. Stanaway......................................................................................................................................Billings
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1982
Roger M. Sullivan, Jr.............................................................................................................................Whitefish
With Honors
B.A., Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, 1972 
Jacqueline Nichols Terrell..........................................................................................................................Helena
B.A., Loma Linda University, Riverside, California, 1967
Frederick Wayne Thomson..................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
M.A., D.A., University of Washington, Seattle, 1969, 1973
Jack R. Tuholske......................................................................................................................................Missoula
With Honors
B.A., University of Washington, Seattle, 1977
Marc B. Tull.............................................................................................................Cinnaminson, New Jersey
B.A., Ithaca College, New York, 1975
M.A., State University of New York at Oneonta, 1979
Roberta Jo Uecker......................................................................................................Hettinger, North Dakota
B.S., Black Hills State College, Spearfish, South Dakota, 1975
Advanced Professional Degrees
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR (Continued)
Marvin Richard Ventrell...........................................................................................................................Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
Michael Wanger.................................................................................................................. Durango, Colorado
B.A., Hunter College, New York City, New York, 1972
Christine Wethem......................................................................................................................... Jefferson City
B.S., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1975
Carolyn Leah Wheeler...........................................................................................................................Missoula
With Honors
A. B., University of Missouri, Columbia, 1966
Dirk A. Williams.......................................................................................................................................Hobson
B. A., University of Montana, 1980
Judy Ann Williams................................................................................................................. Powell, Wyoming
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1977
David K. W. Wilson, Jr.......................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Middlebury College, Vermont, 1981
Daniel R. Winner...................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1982
Arthur Vincent Wittich........................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., Utah State University, Logan, Utah, 1982
Lenard L. Wittlake..................................................................................................................... Columbia Falls
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1979
‘David Wayne Wysoski.......................................................................................................................Great Falls
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1979
GRADUATE DEGREES
The candidates will be presented by Raymond C. Murray, 
Dean of the Graduate School
THE DEGREE OF EDUCATION SPECIALIST
Keith Lee Allred...................................................................................................................................... Kalispell
B.A. in Educ., M.A., University of Montana, 1959, 1962
’Michael G. Bowman.............................................................................................................................. Missoula
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1972
’Paul G. Stebbins............................................................................................................................................Libby
B.A., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1967
Susan Renee Wells..............................................................................................................  Billings
B.A. in Educ., M.E., University of Montana, 1975, 1982
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Melvin A. Cottle.................................................................................................... Cardston, Alberta, Canada
B.S., M.E.D., Utah State Agricultural College, Logan, 1965, 1971
Dissertation: A Survey of Public Attitudes Toward Education in Selected Southern Alberta School 
Districts
Robert Joseph Gibson................................................................................................................................. Helena
B.A. in Educ., M.E., University of Montana, 1969, 1978
Dissertation: The Effectiveness of Clinical Supervision in Modifying Teacher Instructional Behaviors 
Larry La Pierre Henderson...........................................................................................................Medicine Hat
B.E., University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 1966
M.E., University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 1976
Dissertation: History of Montana Land Grant Funds for the Schools of Montana 1938-1982
Carolyn J. Lott...........................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Union University, Jackson, Tennessee, 1966
M.E., Georgia State College, Atlanta, 1971
Dissertation: The Effects of the Micro-Computer Word Processor in the Composition Skills of Seventh- 
Grade Students
’Karen Sprickman McNutt......................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of California, Riverside, 1968
M.S., University of South Dakota, Vermillion, 1978
Dissertation: Communicative Style of Principals: Perceptions of Principals and Teachers
’Janet M. Pergola................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Eastern Connecticut State College, Willimantic, 1973
M.E., University of Maine, Orono, 1975
Dissertation: The Managerial Preparations and Perceptions of Current College and University 
Presidents
Phillip S. Riley............................................................................................................................Madras, Oregon
B.A., St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota, 1968
M.E., University of Montana, 1971
Dissertation: A Comparison of the Impact of Professional and Non-professional School Board 
Negotiators on Contract Langauge and the Bargaining Process
Pamela Sue Spencer....................................   Missoula
B.A., William Wood College, Fulton, Missouri, 1975
M.E., Ohio University, Athens, 1977
Dissertation: Continuing Education in Rural Areas: Delivery Systems for Distant Educatton 
Dorothea M. Taylor........................................ Anchorage, Alaska
B.S., Edinboro State College, Pennsylvania, 1958
M.E., M.F.A., University of Alaska, Fairbanks, 1968, 1971 j-
Dissertation: A Study of the Perceptions of Teachers in Small, Isolated Schools Regarding the
Supervision They Would Prefer or Which Research Indicates is Necessary for Effective Schooling
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
BOTANY
J. Henry Slone...........................................................................................................................................Missoula I
B.S., Florida Southern College, Lakeland, 1979 
Dissertation: Association of Auxins to Membrane Particles Isolated from Pea Stems: Evidence for a pH -
Gradient-Dependent, Intravesicular Transport of Indoleacetic Acid
CHEMISTRY
Mohamad Zaman Kassaee............................................................................................................ Abadan, Iran
B.S., University of Oregon, Eugene, 1973
M.S., Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, 1977
Dissertation: The Chemistry of 2,4,6,8—Cyclononatetraenylidene
John M. Ong...................................................................................................................Sacramento, California
B.S., University of California, Davis, 1973
Dissertation: Isolation and Characterization of a Ribonucleoprotein Complex from Avian Myeloblastosis 
Virus Capable of Reverse Transcription
FORESTRY
Sanat Kumar Dhungel.......................................................................................................Kathmandau, Nepal
B.S., Tri-Chandra College, Nepal, India, 1965
M.F., Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, 1979
Dissertation: The Ecology and Behavior of the Hog Deer (Axis Porcinus)—A Key Prey Species of 
the Endangered Bengal Tiger (Panthera tigris)
W. Daniel Edge..................................................................................................................Memphis, Tennessee
B.S.F., B.S. in W.Bio., M.S., University of Montana 1979, 1979, 1982
Dissertation: Habitat Use and Food Habits of Elk in Western Montana: A Multivariate Approach 
Raymond Charles Shearer.....................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., M.S., Utah State University, Logan, 1957, 1959
Dissertation: Establishment of Conifers Following Broadcast Buring on Clearcuts in Western Montana
GEOLOGY
Sylvia L. Harrison........................................................................................................................................ Polson
B.S., M.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1967, 1970
Dissertation: Sedimentology of Tertiary Sedimentary Rocks Near Salmon, Idaho 
2Brady P. Rhodes.......................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.S., Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts, 1977
M.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1980
Dissertation: Kinematics, Metamorphism, and Tectonic History of the Spokane Dome Mylonitic Zone, 
Southern Priest River Complex, Northeastern Washington and Northern Idaho
HISTORY
Graham H. Turbiville, Jr..................................................................................................... Manassas, Virginia
B.A., Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville, 1967
M.A., George Washington University, Washington, D.C., 1975
Dissertation: The U.S.S.R. and the Projection of Military Force
MICROBIOLOGY
’Thomas George Douglass.......................................................................................... Long Beach, California
B.S., California State College, Long Beach, 1972
Dissertation: Innate and Acquired Resistance to Eimeria falciformis in Mice
PSYCHOLOGY
’Susan J. Beattie...............................................................................................................Milwaukee, Wisconsin
B.A., University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, 1978




3Brenda L. Dawson.................................................................................................. Clarksburg, West Virginia
A. B., West Virginia University, Morgentown, 1977
Dissertation: The Effects of Television Commercials for Low-nutrition and Pro-nutrition Foods on 
Children's Ability to Resist Temptation
Lesley J. Dlugokinski..............................................................................................................................Missoula
B. S., University of St. Andrews, Scotland, 1969
Ph.D., University of Dundee, Scotland, 1974
Dissertation: Induced Dysphoric Mood, Emotional Recall and Mood Alteration 
David Charles Fisher................................................................................................. Minneapolis, Minnesota
B.A., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1980
M.A., University of Montana, 1983
Dissertation: Choice of Therapeutic Orientation and Treatment Effectiveness 
Jane Susan Fisher....................................................................................................................................... Clancy
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
M.A., West Kentucky University, Bowling Green, 1979
Dissertation: Eyewitness Testimony: The Influence of Hypnotic Depth and Susceptibility on Recall 
‘Valerie Ann Green..............................................................................................................Leadville, Colorado
B.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1981
M.A., University of Montana, 1983
Dissertation: Child Sexual Abuse: Male and Female Subjects' Perceptions of a Passive, Assertive, or 
Aggressive Incest Victim
’Jeffrey F. Heider..............................................................................................................Menominee, Michigan
B.S., Michigan State University, East Lansing, 1975
M.A., University of Montana, 1981
Dissertation: An Investigation of the Consistency of Personality Traits in Relation to Individual
Schematic Organization Using Time-series Analysis
3J. Scott Hickey........................................................ Missoula
B.A., Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, 1974
M.A., University of Montana, 1979
Dissertation: Marital Influences on Behavioral Weight Control
Joyce Lynnette Hocker........................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., M.F.A., Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, 1968, 1969
Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin, 1974
Dissertation: Improving Marital Satisfaction and Communication Skills in Enrichment Couples Using 
a Self-Help Manual
‘Ann Michele Horstman............................. ...............................................................Yorba Linda, California
B.A., University of California, Los Angeles, 1981
M.A., University of Montana, 1983
Dissertation: Social Validation of Children's Assertive and Unassertive Behavior in Peer Interactions 
3Hoili Chong Lim..................................... . .............................................................................Honolulu, Hawaii
B.A., Scripps College, Claremont, California, 1978
M.A., University of Montana, 1983
Dissertation: Behavioral-Analytic Assessment of Anger—A Validational Study
Timothy John McIntyre.......................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Wichita State University, Kansas, 1978
M.A., University of Montana, 1982
Dissertation: Predicting Therapy Preferences with the Personality Research Form „
’Stephen Naifeh.............. ............ ....... . .................................................................................. Orlando' nonda
B.A., University of Kansas, Lawrence, 1976 zzn.-ij j
Dissertation: Acceptability of Alternative Treatment Approaches: A Comparative Analysis of Child ana 
Family Therapies , _
’David Andrew Paris...................................................................................................................... us ' exas
B.A., Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, 1975
M.A., University of Montana, 1982




Polly E. Peterson........................................................................................................ Anaconda
B.A., Boise State University, Idaho, 1977
M.A., University of Montana, 1983
Dissertation: The Development of a Cognitive Measure of the Burnout Syndrome
’Paul David Retzlaff.......................................................................................................... Fargo, North Dakota
B.A., University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, 1979
M.A., University of Montana, 1981
Dissertation: Type A Behavior and Response Style to Graded Difficulty Cognitive Tasks 
*John Carl Sommers.................................................................................... Vancouver, Washington
B.S., Oregon State University, Corvallis, 1980
Dissertation: An Analysis of the Effects of the Prediction and Control Paradigm on Behavioral 
Prediction
2Thomas F. Wade.......................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., M.A., California State University, Sacramento, 1974, 1978
Dissertation: A Time-Limited Conjoint Cognitive-Behavioral Treatment for Abusive Spouses
* Gregory L. Wilson........................................................................................................ Chula Vista, California
A. B., San Diego State University, California, 1980
Dissertation: The Comparative Efficacy of Alternative Treatments in the Resolution of Marital 
Dysfunction
‘Degree to be awarded upon completion of the professional internship
SOCIOLOGY
Karl Ormond Edwards............................................................................................................................Missoula
B. S., B.A., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1973, 1974
M.I.S., University of Montana, 1983
Dissertation: Manipulate Versus Non-manipulable Antecedents of Academic Achievement Among 
Elementary School Native Americans and Their Classmates in a Large, Western School District
Stephen Paul Walters............................................................................................................. Bruce, Wisconsin
B.S., Southwest Missouri State College, Springfield, 1973
M.A., M.S., Central Missouri State University, Warrensburg, 1974, 1981
Dissertation: Alienation, Powerlessness, and Social Isolation Among Correctional Officers
ZOOLOGY
’John T. Hogg ......................................................................................................Missoula 
B.A., Kalamazoo College, Michigan, 1972
M.S., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1978
Dissertation: Mating Behavior in Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep: Male and Female Strategies in 
Reproduction
Robb F. Leary.......................................................................................................Windsor Locks, Connecticut
B.S., University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1977
M.S., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1979
Dissertation: Genetic Control of Meristic Variation in Salmonid Fishes 
’Martin Lloyd Prather...............................................................................................................Olney, Maryland
B.A., Western Maryland College, Westminster, 1971
M.A., College of William and Mary, Westminster, Maryland, 1973
Dissertation: Components of Social Organization in (Peromyscus) Populations
CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSIONS















I ‘Charles D. Hodge
Distinguished Military Student
Distinguished Military Graduate
r ‘Shonna J. Ingram
| 2Jackie A. Krause
Distinguished Military Student
l Distinguished Military Graduate
I ‘Nanette L. Larson
| ’Loel L. Loyd
| ‘Thomas M. Malee
Distinguished Military Student
I 2Ronald L. Mashek
If ‘Mickey P. McDonald
I ‘Thomas A. Mendyke
Distinguished Military Student
J ’Michael A. Perry
| 2Anita M. Rice
I ’Donald E. Schindler
| ‘Michael A. Taub
| ’Robert A. Taylor
I ‘Deirdre T. Teeter
Distinguished Military Student
I ’Mary J. Thelen
Distinguished Military Student
Distinguished Military Graduate
1 ’Autumn S. Tushoski
I ’Duane M. Tushoski
| ’Commission granted as of 10 Jun 83
J ’Commission granted as of 8 Jun 84
I' ’Commission granted as of 31 Jul 84
1 *Commission granted as of 14 Dec 84
1 ’Commission granted as of 11 Feb 85
I ‘Commission granted as of 7 Jun 85
Graduate Degrees
PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Polly E. Peterson......................................................................................................... Anaconda
B.A., Boise State University, Idaho, 1977
M.A., University of Montana, 1983
Dissertation: The Development of a Cognitive Measure of the Burnout Syndrome
’Paul David Retzlaff...........................................................................................................Fargo, North Dakota
B.A., University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, 1979
M.A., University of Montana, 1981
Dissertation: Type A Behavior and Response Style to Graded Difficulty Cognitive Tasks 
★John Carl Sommers.................................................................................... Vancouver, Washington
B.S., Oregon State University, Corvallis, 1980
Dissertation: An Analysis of the Effects of the Prediction and Control Paradigm on Behavioral 
Prediction
2Thomas F. Wade....................................................................................................................................... Missoula
B.A., M.A., California State University, Sacramento, 1974, 1978
Dissertation: A Time-Limited Conjoint Cognitive-Behavioral Treatment for Abusive Spouses 
‘Gregory L. Wilson.........................................................................................................Chula Vista, California
A. B., San Diego State University, California, 1980
Dissertation: The Comparative Efficacy of Alternative Treatments in the Resolution of Marital 
Dysfunction
‘Degree to be awarded upon completion of the professional internship
SOCIOLOGY
Karl Ormond Edwards............................................................................................................................Missoula
B. S., B.A., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1973, 1974
M.I.S., University of Montana, 1983
Dissertation: Manipulate Versus Non-manipulable Antecedents of Academic Achievement Among 
Elementary School Native Americans and Their Classmates in a Large, Western School District
Stephen Paul Walters..............................................................................................................Bruce, Wisconsin
B.S., Southwest Missouri State College, Springfield, 1973
M.A., M.S., Central Missouri State University, Warrensburg, 1974, 1981
Dissertation: Alienation, Powerlessness, and Social Isolation Among Correctional Officers
ZOOLOGY
’John T. Hogg.............................................................................................................................................Missoula
B.A., Kalamazoo College, Michigan, 1972
M.S., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1978
Dissertation: Mating Behavior in Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep: Male and Female Strategies in 
Reproduction
Robb F. Leary.......................................................................................................Windsor Locks, Connecticut
B.S., University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1977
M.S., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1979
Dissertation: Genetic Control of Meristic Variation in Salmonid Fishes 
3Martin Lloyd Prather............................................................................................................... Olney, Maryland
B.A., Western Maryland College, Westminster, 1971
M.A., College of William and Mary, Westminster, Maryland, 1973
Dissertation: Components of Social Organization in (Peromyscus) Populations
CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSIONS
COMMISSIONS, SECOND LIEUTENANTS 
UNITED STATES ARMY
‘Glenn J. Barr
Distinguished Military Student 
‘David A. Brazen 
j ’William P. Cody 
1 ‘Thomas A. DeBoer
Distinguished Military Student
Distinguished Military Graduate
' ‘Richard J. DeGrandpre
• 2Michael E. Disney
Distinguished Military Student
Distinguished Military Graduate 
j ‘Francis T. Flanagan
Distinguished Military Student
■ ‘Charles D. Hodge
Distinguished Military Student
Distinguished Military Graduate 
f ‘Shonna J. Ingram 
| ’Jackie A. Krause
Distinguished Military Student
Distinguished Military Graduate
I ‘Nanette L. Larson 
| 3Loel L. Loyd
■ ‘Thomas M. Malee
Distinguished Military Student 
2Ronald L. Mashek
R ‘Mickey P. McDonald 
‘Thomas A. Mendyke
Distinguished Military Student
| ’Michael A. Perry
¥ ’Anita M. Rice
I ’Donald E. Schindler
| ‘Michael A. Taub
| ’Robert A. Taylor
I ‘Deirdre T. Teeter
Distinguished Military Student
I 2Mary J. Thelen
Distinguished Military Student
Distinguished Military Graduate
I 2Autumn S. Tushoski
2Duane M. Tushoski
| ’Commission granted as of 10 Jun 83 
g ’Commission granted as of 8 Jun 84 
| ’Commission granted as of 31 Jul 84 
v ‘Commission granted as of 14 Dec 84 
I ’Commission granted as of 11 Feb 85 
| ‘Commission granted as of 7 Jun 85
Awards & Prizes
Alpha Lambda Delta Book Award
Darren Charles Hollenbaugh, Missoula
Alpha Lambda Delta Senior Certificates
Harlan Carl Fredenberg, Kalispell
Glenna Mildred Giesick, Billings
Lisa Marie Gulbranson, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Tom George Habbe, Missoula
Julie Michelle Heath, Lewistown
Darren Charles Hollenbaugh, Missoula
Ramona Marie Radonich, Anaconda
Nikki A. Schielke, Missoula
Mary Jean Thelen, Helena
Michael Patrick Twomey, Butte
Amy Eleanor Vanica, Billings
Susan Kay Yarmey, Scobey
American Association of Petroleum Geologists Grant-In-Aid Award
Garry Carlson, Missoula
Beth Geiger, Rockville, Maryland
Jeffery Larson, Hutchinson, Minnesota
Donald Lofgren, White Bear Lake, Minnesota
American Chemical Society Analytical Division Award (Chemistry)
John Stephen Lodmell, Missoula
American Institute of Chemists Student Award
Lynn Gaye Weger, Sevenhills, Ohio
American Mineralogist Undergraduate Award
William Babcock, St. Peter, Minnesota
Walter R. Ames Memorial Award (Education)
Toni Smartt-Kittlewell, Missoula
Amoco Production Company Research Support
Richard Zehner, Missoula
Paul McCleod, Missoula
Arthur Anderson and Company Scholarship (Business Administration)
Vince A. Anderson, Dillon
Don Anderson Memorial Award (Journalism)
David Fenner, Helena
Lorraine Andrie Prize for Musical Excellence
Christine Ranf, Helena
Emmett C. Angland Memorial Award (Law)
Vicki Long, Glasgow
Association of Govemmefital Accountants Achievement Award (Business Administration) 
Kevin E. Piatt, Hamilton
Edward F. Barry Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Gregory Poncin, Grangeville, Idaho
Edward Earl Bennett Memorial Scholarships in History
Kristina Catalfomo, Missoula
James Le Sueur, Missoula
Best Defensive Award (Women's Basketball)
Anita Novak, Minot, North Dakota
Billings Geological Society Kary Scholarship
Garry Carlson, Missoula
Billings Geology Wives Association Award
Peter Folger, Missoula
Awards & Prizes
Dorothy and Halward Blegen Memorial Scholarships (Music)
Marilyn Rice, Butte
Voltaire Verzosa, Great Falls
Blackfoot Protective Association Awards (Forestry)
Miscese Butler, West Palm Beach, Florida
John Eugene Hansen, Rapid City, South Dakota
Rory Laws, Olmsted Falls, Ohio
Tami Paulsen, Dillon
Boone & Crockett Book Award (Forestry)
Jill Reifschneider, Heightstown, New Jersey
Professor Hubert Breuninger Memorial Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Lynn M. Grisham, Missoula





Laurie L. Brown, Missoula
Roger Buckhahn Memorial Award (Forestry)
Sue Gethen, Wichita, Kansas
Olaf J. Bue Memorial Award (Journalism)
Eric Williams, Hobson
Ron Selden, Eureka, California
James Bullock Award (Forestry)
Laura Erickson, San Jose, California
Butte Press Club Award (Journalism)
Len Johnson, Missoula
CRC Press Freshman Chemistry Achievement Award 
Joanne Marie Morrissey, Missoula
Mark Callahan Memorial Scholarship (Business Administration)
Joey W. McBride, Missoula
Steve Carlson Award (Football—Most Valuable Player)
Marty Momhinweg, San Jose, California
Glenn Chaffin Award (Journalism)
Christine Johnson, Hamilton
Champion International Corporation Scholarships (Business Administration) 
Diann G. Boast, Polson 
Kirsten C. Torp, Hovik, Norway
Champion International Forestry Scholarship Award (Forestry)
Tom Scott, Santa Clara, California
I Chemistry Alumni - Faculty Awards
Susan Kay Yarmey, Scobey
Earl F. Clark Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Robert Jensen, Milan, Illinois
McLean Clark Television Award
Shane Bishop, Conrad
Coaches' Award (Women's Basketball)
Sharia Muralt, Missoula
Connie Craney Award (Radio-Television)
Cindy Astle, Whitefish
Kenneth P. Davis Scholarship (Forestry)
Davis Hereford, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Awards & Prizes
B & B Dawson Scholarship Awards (Environmental Studies)
David A. McNaught, Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
Nancy E. Slocum, Troy
Dean's Award to Outstanding MBA Graduates (Business Administration) 
Timothy A. Allwine, Shelby, Ohio 
David L. Gilbertson, Helena
Dean's Scholarship (Business Administration)
Barbara M. Frey, Missoula
Dean's Service Award (Forestry)
Bob Lippincott, Northfield, New Jersey
Mary Decker Award (Journalism)
Kathy Horejsi, Missoula
Deloitte, Haskins and Sells Scholarship (Business Administration)
Casey D. Overland, Missoula
Terry G. Dillon Award (Football-Outstanding Backs)
Scott Murray, Kalispell
LeRoy Foster, Chicago, Illinois
Distinguished Military Students (ROTC)
Michael J. Bartley, Great Falls
Francis T. Flanagan, Fayetteville, New York
Charles D. Hodge, Springfield, Pennsylvania
Arthur B. Keen, Hamilton
Thomas M. Malee II, Helena
Thomas A. Mendyke, Spooner, Wisconsin 
Anna C. Swallow, Corvallis
Dobbins, Deguire and Tucker Scholarships (Business Administration)
Kerry M. Bingham, Missoula
Tiffany A. Gribble, Red Lodge
Patrick Donovan Memorial Award (Law)
Jon R. Binney, Belle Forche, South Dakota
The Carl Dragstedt Award (Men's Basketball Most Valuable Player)
Larry Krystkowiak, Missoula
Doris Dundas Memorial Scholarship (Music)
Amy Van Schoick, Missoula
Duniway Book Award (Chemistry)
Robert James Yokelson, Missoula
Donald R. Durgin Memorial Award (Journalism)
Larry Cmich, Missoula
John Eaheart Memorial Award (Men's Basketball Outstanding Defensive Player) 
Leroy Washington, Long Beach, California
Ephron Award for Excellence in Classical Languages
Helen Leimbach, Missoula
Ephron Award for Excellence in Modern Languages
Patrick Day, Helena
Sadie Erickson Awards (Journalism)
Janice Zabel, Grass Range
Mitch Tropila, Great Falls
Estwing Award (Geology)
Kim M. Edlund, Lakewood, Colorado
Nora Staael Evert's Professional Achievement Awards (Physical Therapy) 
Michael Henry Hamblock, Havre
Jill Anne Steinbrenner Olson, Missoula
Awards & Prizes
Faculty Outstanding Senior Awards (Forestry)
Ellen Ash, Cottonwood, California
Cameo Dill, Vermillion, South Dakota
David Hereford, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Robert Jensen, Milan, Illinois
David Miller, Evanston, Illinois
Chris Partyka, Columbus, Ohio
Justyne Pijanowski, Lancaster, New York
John Polisar, Ithaca, New York
Michelle Stolpa, LaCrosse, Wisconsin
Foresters' Ball Scholarships
Renate Bush, Rockford, Illinois
Cameo Dill, Vermillion, South Dakota
Lisa Fairman, Pleasant Valley, Connecticut
Jonathan E. Hansen, Amsterdam, New York
Mike Keffler, Youngstown, Ohio
Bob Lippincott, Northfield, New Jersey
Bridgit O'Connor, Andrew AFB, Maryland
Sarah Snyder, Lake Villa, Illinois
Doug VanHassel, Wyckoff, New Jersey
Forestry Alumni Memorial Award
Lori Larson, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Galusha, Higgins and Galusha Scholarships (Business Administration) 
Michael V. Harrington, Missoula 
Lonna M. Nelson, Joplin
Russell Gates Memorial Award (Forestry)
Louis Hartjes, Chicago, Illinois
Grace Geil Most Improved Player Award (Women's Basketball)
Kris Moede, Missoula
Geography Faculty Award
Heidi Kay Bullard, Los Altos, California
Geological Society of America Research Grant
Kathleen Ort, Thousand Oaks, California
Geology Faculty Scholarship
Wayne K. Austin, Missoula
Golden Helmet Award (Football—Hardest Hitter)
Jake Trammell, Vancouver, Washington
Clancy Gordon Environmental Scholarship (Botany)
Grant Parker, Sheridan, Wyoming
Clancy Gordon Aber Day Awards
Gary Ray, Lynchburg, Virginia
John Zelazny, Nacogdoches, Texas
Julie Fosbender, Temperance, Michigan
Anthony Schoonen, Butte
Great Falls Newspaper Guild Award (Journalism)
John Engen, Missoula
Great Falls Tribune Awards (Journalism)
Virginia Merriam, Bigfork
Mike Kustudia, Red Lodge
Michael Moore, Stevensville
Chris Green Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Winston Elder, Atlanta, Georgia
Shannon Green Inspirational Award (Women's Basketball)
Barb Kavanagh, Fort Collins, Colorado
Awards & Prizes
A. B. Hammond Fellowship (History)
Drew Colenbrander, Claremont, California
George and Laurie Harris Scholarship (Education)
Clarence E. Bums, Butte
George and Laurine Harris Scholarship (Law) 
Elizabeth Barnard Baker, Spokane, Washington
Dr. Albert T. Helbing Memorial Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Lori L. Owen, Missoula
Charles F. Hertler Award (HPE)
Jack Carter, Missoula
The Rosslene A. and Donald M. Hetler Memorial Award (Chemistry)
Roy Nathan Leon, Ne\v Orleans, Louisiana
Home Economics Faculty Award for Outstanding Senior
Lori Pat Serviss, Missoula
Home Economics Leadership Scholarship
Lisa A. Kurtz, Whitefish
J. Edgar Hoover Memorial Award (Law)
Jeanne Matthews Bender, Missoula
The Herbert Inch Scholarship in Music
Kyle Harris, Helena




Insurance Women of Missoula Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Bonnie G. Cumming, Sidney
Interpersonal Communication Faculty Award
Julie J. Birky, Missoula
Kim Jarvis Memorial Scholarship (Geology)
Joseph DeDominic, Hamilton
Arthur Jette Memorial Awards (Journalism)
Gary Jahrig, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Norman A. Johnson Award (Journalism)
Marlee Miller, Eugene, Oregon
Thomas Johnson Award in Strings
Ruth Fossum, Helena
Kappa Tau Alpha Top Scholar Award (Journalism)
Tim Huneck, Columbus, Ohio
Donna Karkenan Memorial Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Theresa M. Frazer, Kalispell
Bob Kennedy Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Jim McCormack, Scarsdale, New York
William G. Kohner Memorial Forestry Awards
Ellen Ash, Cottonwood, California
Denise Roth, Chicago, Illinois
Blanche Coppo Lanstrum, Dean Stone Award (Journalism)
Julie Sullivan, Butte
Last Chance Press Club Award (Journalism)
Kevin Twidwell, Butte
Charles W. Leaphart Memorial Award (Law)
Elizabeth Barnard Baker, Spokane, Washington
Awards & Prizes
Lee Newspapers of Montana Award (Journalism)
Gary Jahrig, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
The Lemmon Company Student Award (Pharmacy) 
David B. Bakken, Medicine Lake
N.J. Lennes Undergraduate Awards In Mathematics 
Dane Elwood (First Prize), Harlowton 
Russ Porter (Second Prize), Columbia Falls 
Jeffrey Heng (Third Prize), Republic of Singapore 
Chris Moffatt (Third Prize), Stevensville 
Julie Nieboer (Third Prize), Kalispell 
Kerri Noland (Third Prize), Great Falls
John Lester Scholarships (Music)
Donali Peter, Billings
Casey Tuckerman, Helena
George and Jeanne Lewis Scholarship (Music)
Terry Annalora, Miles City
Eli Lilly Achievement Award (Pharmacy) 
Evelyn R. Rauch, Wanaque, New Jersey
Melvin and Myrtle Lord Awards (Journalism)
Jeanine Bohannan, Missoula
Donna Clark, Red Lodge
Erika Colness, Butte
Jim Conwell, Red Lodge
Patty Nelson, Butte
Darrel Palmer, Lead, South Dakota
Phil Torres, Missoula
Nate Williams, Thompson Falls
Scott MacDonald Memorial Scholarship (Business Administration)
James S. Adams, Anaconda




Thomas DeBoer, Eldridge, Iowa
Samuel and Nelly Sinclair Maclay Book Awards
Jackie Amsden, Broadus (Journalism)
Lisa Fosbender, Temperance, Michigan (Zoology) 
Thomas Heatlie Osterheld, Florence (Chemistry) 
Andrew Polsin, Missoula (Physics)
George C. Marshall ROTC Award
Thomas M. Malee II, Helena
Lowndes Maury Award in Music Composition or Piano 
Ingrid Nicholson, Lopez, Washington 
Mike Twomey, Butte
Marvin McDonald Memorial Awards (Mathematics)
Steven Cook, Missoula
Terence Reilly, Grand Forks, North Dakota
Patrick McDonough Research Awards (Geology) 
Garry Carlson, Missoula 
Beth Geiger, Rockville, Maryland 
George Hudak, Youngstown, Ohio
McGladrey Hendrickson and Pullen Scholarship (Business Administration) 
John R. Ford, Great Falls
Awards & Prizes
Merck Awards (Pharmacy)
Brenda M. Schmasow, Great Falls
Laraine Taylor Hunter, Missoula
Doris F. Merriam Scholarship Award in Cello
Michele Rule, Great Falls
Mikalson Forestry Scholarship
Pam Shepard, Troy
General Frank Milbum Award (Military Science)
Kenneth S. Merwin, Missoula
Larry Miller Memorial Award (Football-Outstanding Defensive Lineman)
Dave Seaman, Mt. Vernon, Washington
Ronald E. Miller Awards (Journalism)
Steve Devitt, Butte
Steve Dodrill, Omaha, Nebraska
Bart Freese, Miles City
Julie Heath, Moore





Hamilton Misfeldt and Company Scholarship (Business Administration)
Erik R. Nelson, Billings
Missoula Chapter, Montana Society of Certified Public Accountants 
Scholarships (Business Administration)
Nicole L. Altenburg, Kalispell
David J. Ketelsleger, Missoula
Missoula Multiple Listing Service Scholarship (Business Administration)
Mitch J. Tropila, Great Falls
Missoula Orthopedic Supply Junior Achievement Award (Physical Therapy)





Glenn Greenwood, Great Falls




Todd Lowary, Richmond, Missouri
Rolf Rodin, Butte
Tim Sands, Laurel
Bruce Spencer, Great Falls
Kimme Young, Kalispell
Montana Association of Realtors Scholarship (Business Administration)
Jon S. McCarty, Hamilton
Montana Bankers Association 25-Year Club Scholarships (Business Administration) 
David L. Grout, Missoula
Mary A. McLeod, Helena
Montana Building Materials Association Award (Forestry)
Tom Scott, Santa Clara, California
Montana Press Association Dean Stone Awards (Journalism)
Tim Huneck, Columbus, Ohio
Awards & Prizes
Eric Troyer, Landing, Arkansas
Montana Society of Certified Public Accountants Scholarships (Business 
Administration)
Teresa C. Newcomer, Broadus
Dale E. Jensen, Missoula
Montana Stockgrowers Association Award (Journalism)
Jamie McCann, Wolf Point
Montana Wood Products Association Scholarship Award (Forestry) 
Kevin McKelvey, Missoula
Bill Moody Research Award (Physical Therapy)
Gretchen Marie Goebel, Aberdeen, Washington
Guy Mooney Award (Journalism)
Carlos Pedraza, Arvada, Colorado
Melvin S. Morris Award (Forestry)
Kay Dobberstein, Hamilton
Mortar and Pestle Dean's Award (Pharmacy) 
Sponsored by McNeil Consumer Products Company
Laurie L. Brown, Missoula
Bertha Morton Scholarship (Graduate Students)
Scott W. Beckett, Missoula 
Alvaro Bolano, Bogata, Columbia 
Christine M. Brick, Missoula 
David R. Crabtree, Missoula 
Peter F. Folger, Missoula 
Richard B. Harris, Missoula 
Nancy L. Heil, Fort Worth, Texas 
Laurie A. Hunter, East Meadow, New York 
Marc R. Matchett, Missoula 
Janice L. Milner, Missoula 
Shelley M. Nelson, Missoula
Kathleen M. Ort, Thousand Oaks, California 
Jill A. Smith, Manchester, Connecticut 
Jeffrey L. Strachan, Missoula 
William E. Tapprich, Missoula 
Jack R. Tuholske, Missoula 
Shelly Lynn Williams, Missoula 
Gregory Lee Wilson, Chula Vista, California 
Most Valuable Player Award (Women's Basketball) 
Barb Kavanagh, Fort Collins, Colorado
Music Foundation
Heather Boggio, Hardin 
Cindy Darling, Helena 
Jan Dixon, Laurel 
Lynn Doggett, Alder 
Brooke Ferris, Stevensville 
Ruth Fossum, Helena 
Kathy Gerston, Helena 
Denise Hoffman, Glendive 
Lori Hubacka, Butte 
Kristine Johnson, Cut Bank 
Suzanne Kusel, Billings 
John Kutzman, Bozeman 
Blaine Lee, Palmer, Arkansas 








Raymond Potisk, Stony Plain, Alberta, Canada
Karen Raunig, Great Falls
Amy Rodin, Butte
Mithele Rule, Great Falls
Hollis Snyder, Coeur D'Alene, Idaho
Jessica Syring, Helena
Mary Thomas, Helena
Mike Toy, Great Falls
Teresa Tremper, Missoula
Mike Twomey, Butte
Amy Van Schoick, Missoula






Kim Sherwood, Naples, New York
National Association of Geology Teachers Summer Field Course Scholarship
Robin Kent, Missoula
Grace Crane Newman Award (Journalism)
Susan Forman, Seattle, Washington
Allan Nielsen Award (Men's Basketball Best Representative)
Bruce Bums, Pittsburg, California
1904 Class Prizes 1985 (Mathematics)
Steve Ralph Cook, Missoula
Stephen Edward Wright, Miles City
1904 Class Prize 1985 (Zoology)
Jeffrey Scott Birdsley, Kentwood, Michigan
Northern Montana Forestry Association Awards (Forestry)
Marshall Brown, Missoula
Michael Gagen, Cheyenne, Wyoming
Lisa Heiser, Montrose, Colorado
Ann Oder, Emerado, North Dakota
Norwest Bank Award (Law)
Elizabeth Barnard Baker, Spokane, Washington
Pat Norwood Award (Football-Most Dedicated to Teamwork, Scholarship 
and Improvement)
Kelly Richardson, Grants Pass, Oregon
Lloyd and Helen Oakland Award (Music)
Terry Annalora, Miles City
Danny On Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Milo Burcham, Burbank, California
Order of Barristers (Law)
Eric Anderson, Helena
Beverly Barnett, Missoula





Outstanding Graduate Student of French (Foreign Languages and Literatures) 
Carol Maxwell, Missoula
Outstanding Junior in French (Foreign Languages and Literatures) 
Warren Michelson, Missoula
Outstanding Senior Award in French (Foreign Languages and Literatures) 
Amy Ransom, Shepherd
Outstanding Senior Woman in Journalism
Nola Gerth, Butte
Candy Paris Scholarships (Music)
Bob Camp, Missoula
Jeffrey Hunter, Arthur, Illinois
Colleen Olivares, Missoula
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Norton A. Petrovich, Missoula
Laurence Perry Scholarship (Music)
Mike Twomey, Butte
John Peterson Award (Mathematics)
Doris Deden Hasquet, Missoula
Pfizer Pharmaceuticals Community Pharmacy Internship Award (Pharmacy)
Edna C. Speir, Chinook
Phi Delta Phi Outstanding Student Award (Law)
Lenard Wittlake, Columbia Falls
Physical Therapy Student Association Award
Stacy Maureen Todd, Big Timber
Plum Creek Scholarship (Forestry)
Cheri Seebecker, Wisconsin Rapid, Wisconsin
Prentice Hall Tax Award (Law)
James K. Fewer, Glasgow
Presser Foundation Scholarship (Music)
Molly Morrison, Plains
Reserve Officers Association Gold Award
Charles D. Hodge, Springfield, Pennsylvania
Naseby Rhineheart Award (Men's Basketball Most Inspirational Player)
John Boyd, Seattle, Washington
Naseby Rhineheart Award (Athletic Training)
Laurie Patten, Missoula
Roche Pharmacy Communications Award (Pharmacy)
Dean W. Thorson, Missoula
David M. Rorvik Awards (Journalism)
Ron Selden, Eureka, California
Steve Coffel, Missoula
Salinas Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Sandra Noble, Lewiston, Idaho
Julia Neils Schoknecht Memorial Scholarship in Piano
Arcadia Pilskalns, Stevensville
School of Business Administration Faculty Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Sally M. Sisk, Whitefish
School of Pharmacy Faculty Awards
Laurie L. Brown, Missoula
Awards & Prizes
Laraine Taylor Hunter, Missoula 
Brenda M. Schmasow, Great Falls 
Edna C. Speir, Chinook
Scripps Howard Awards (Journalism) 
Bruce Burns, Pittsburg, California 
Marci Johnson, Billings
Richard Shirley Award (Journalism)
Janice Downey, Butte
Sigma Delta Chi Kaimin Service Award Qoumalism) 
Brian Justice, Ekalaka
Sigma Delta Chi Outstanding Graduate (Journalism) 
Bethany Redlin, Sidney
Sigma Xi Grants-in-Aid of Research (Geology) 
William Clement, Hanover, New Hampshire 
Beth Geiger, Rockville, Maryland 
Jeffery Larson, Hutchinson, Minnesota 
Kathleen Ort, Thousand Oaks, California 
Stephen Simpson, Morton Grove, Illinois 
Marvin Woods, Sacramento, California 
Richard Zehner, Missoula
Carmen M. Skari Memorial Scholarship (History) 
Terry Thompson, Missoula
Smith, Kline & French Award (Pharmacy) 
Laurie L. Brown, Chinook
Tom Spaulding Memorial Award (Forestry) 
Tim Brickell, Belmont, California
Agnes Stoodley Memorial Award (HPE) 
Barb Kavanagh, Fort Collins, Colorado
Elbridge and Mary Stuart Foundation Award (Geology) 
Donald Lofgren, White Bear Lake, Minnesota 
Anthony Runkel, Kenyon, Minnesota
Student APhA Award (Pharmacy) 
Laurie L. Brown, Missoula
Student Music Educators National Conference Scholarships 
Theresa Cady, Billings 
Kim Carrell, Lewistown
Charles L. Tebbe Forestry Memorial Scholarship
Jerry Furtney, Casper, Wyoming
Silas Thompson Memorial Awards (Forestry) 
Sue Gethen, Wichita, Kansas 
Kevin Harmon, Billings
UM Graduate Student Research Grants (Geology) 
Donald Herberger, Missoula 
Anthony Runkel, Dennison, Minnesota 
Michael Thomas, Roslyn, Washington
UM Graduate School Travel Awards (Geology) 
William Brandon, Missoula 
Beth Geiger, Rockville, Maryland 
Donald Herberger, Missoula 
Jeffery Larson, Hutchinson, Minnesota 
Dave Leppert, Missoula 
Leslie Sartor, Missoula
Stephen Simpson, Morton Grove, Illinois
Awards & Prizes
Michael Thomas, Roslyn, Washington
Michael Whalen, Aliquippa, Pennsylvania
Upjohn Achievement Award (Pharmacy)
Renae M. Sampson, Ronan
U.S. Army ROTC Scholarship
Glenn J. Barr, Great Falls
Julie M. Burk, Missoula
Scott A. Campbell, Anaconda
Jesse R. Coate, Forsyth 
James E. Conwell, Red Lodge 
John M. Courtney, Helena
Gary W. Dettling, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Francis T. Flanagan, Fayetteville, New York 
Andrew L. Focher, Great Falls 
Anna M. Gladeau, Helena
Charles D. Hodge, Springfield, Pennsylvania
Marie A. Huber, Helena 
Patricia L. Keith, Great Falls 
Thomas M. Malee II, Helena 
Caroline K. Mayer, Missoula 
Michael A. Nordstrom, Red Lodge 
Paul B. Perry, Las Vegas, Nevada 
Lisa M. Pouliot, Helena 
Keith K. Stotts, Columbia Falls 
Andrew J. Vliet HI, Honolulu, Hawaii
Vaughn Scholarship (Music)
Crista Cady, Missoula
Raymond Potisk, Stony Plain, Alberta, Canada
Kristen Severud, Spokane, Washington
Anne Thurston, Polson
W.F. Book Award (Psychology)
Rachel King, Missoula
Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award (Business Administration)
F. Russell Bentley, Oregon, Wisconsin
Wall Street Journal Award (Law)
John Conn Schulte, Lolo
Watkins Scholarships (Geology)
Barbara Barclay, Missoula
Toni Hirsch, Michigan City, Indiana
James Wedum Endowment Scholarships (Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences) 
Rebecca J. Burton, Broadus 
Kelly A. Clinch, Helena 
Amy T. Doyle, Kalispell 
Ann M. Erickson, Great Falls
Colleen M. Marrinan, Hot Springs 
David B. Mitchell, Dillon 
Melanie J. O'Halloran, Polson 
Mary Ellen O'Leary, Helena 
James A. Olson, Missoula 
William L. Prue, Butte 
Andrea J. Swartz, Havre 
Brian J. Westberg, Bozeman
Westkamp Award (Football—Outstanding Lineman)
Rick Linderholm, Crystal, Minnesota
Awards & Prizes
Vincent Wilson Professional Achievement in Physical Therapy Award 
Barbara Ann Sebastian, Glasgow
Robert L. Wolfe Award (Journalism)
Brett French, Bozeman
Miriam Woosley Scholarship (Home Economics)
Stacey Ann Fry, Billings
Anonymous for Girls Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee) 
Mary K. Beer, Rapid City, South Dakota
E. L. Bonner Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Norman A. Bourg, Muse, Pennsylvania 
Anna L. Pazderic, Tigard, Oregon
Alan Boyer Memorial Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Louis C. Bender, Ontarioville, Illinois 
Lori J. Boldt, Rapid City, South Dakota
Jane Buttrey Memorial Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Rebecca R. Fry, Lewistown
Daniel R. Kern, Helena 
Mary A. Laschober, Juneau, Alaska 
Lizette A. Peter, Billings 
Amy J. Ransom, Shepherd 
Elizabeth A. Robertson, Great Falls 
Tomie C. Stephens, Corvallis
Cobb Foundation Scholars
Julie A. Hayes, Cut Bank 
Peggy Anne Panarella, Kalispell
College of Arts and Sciences Honors Scholarships (University Scholarship 
Committee)
Susannah Rowe Bletner, Worthington, Ohio
Daniel Mark Cadigan, Billings
Sandra Lynn Chaney, Livingston 
Judith Lynn Cyrus, Lolo 
John E. Higgins, Helena 
Mason Curtis Mitchell, Missoula 
Thomas Heatlie Osterheld, Florence 
Kathleen M. Paynich, Bozeman 
Dennis E. Turley, Roundup
Dufresne Foundation Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee) 
Tamra S. Boyd, Missoula
Excellence Fund Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Ronald Fred Brey, Butte 
Kenn Daniel Cartier, Ronan
Marcus M. Cranston, Frenchtown 
Brian Edmunds Curtis, Missoula 
Rita Darragh, Pocatello, Idaho 
Richard Thomas Dunn, Missoula 
Karla R. Erhard, Libby 
John Joseph Filchak, Middletown, Connecticut 
Jane Susan Fisher, Helena 
Cornelia M. Flaherty, Helena 
Christine Adell Foster, Everett, Washington 
Paula Jane Grefe, Reserve 
Lesley Josephine Guthrie, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Joyce Lynnette Hocker, Missoula 
Rick William Hohman, Missoula
Awards & Prizes
Gary Arthur Kannenberg, Overland Park, Kansas 
Rachel Jean King, Missoula
Willard Jeffrey Kinney, Grand Forks, North Dakota 
Shannon Christine Kinsella, Missoula 
Robert Leroy Koepplin, Missoula 
John Edward Larson, Helena 
Carolyn E. Leavengood, Bozeman 
Lawrence Leith, Dillon 
Kristy Kay Levitt, Bozeman 
Duane A. Lincoln, Gildford 
Raymond E. Mann, Terry 
Robert Mark McCracken, Helena 
Jeaneane Lynn McDonald, Missoula 
Clinton Richard Morey, Lolo 
Carl Peter Nielsen, Flat Rock, North Carolina 
Kerri L. Noland, Great Falls 
Diane Olsen, Clinton
Larry William Ophaug, Grand Forks, North Dakota 
Russell L. Porter, Columbia Falls 
Robin Steinkraus Potter, Missoula 
Cathy Ann Prinslow, Yellow Springs, Ohio 
Judith Ann Prochorchik, Chaplin, Connecticut 
Brenda Lynn Reed, Bigfork
Judith Lynn Reese, Harper Woods, Michigan 
Elizabeth Anne Russell, Great Falls 
Peter Forsythe Russell, Washington, D. C. 
La Vern Charles Schillinger, Circle 
Douglas Raymond Schnare, Worchester, Massachusetts 
Ruth E. Sjelvik, Victor
Don Richard Snow, Stevensville
Jeanne-Marie Souvigney, Feeding Hills, Massachusetts 
Reid Elliot Stevens, Redmond, Washington 
M. Diane Stinson, Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
Britton E. Stratton, Columbia Falls 
Bridey Darlene Sullivan, Bozeman 
Patrick J. Sullivan, Whitefish 
Geoffrey Joseph Sutton, Missoula 
Alan Robert Tabrum, Milwaukie, Oregon 
Lucille W. Thompson, Bozeman 
Brian Scott Wiley, Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Garvey Cleveland Wood, Loma 
Earl Roy Wruck, Missoula 
William Zepp, Bigfork 
Sara Jaye Zitzer, Butte
Fox Scholarships 84-85(University Scholarship Committee) 
Corinna A. Barrett, Baker
Doreen V. Bond, Brockway 
Mitchell K. Bradshaw, Drummond 
Joan M. Breiner, Missoula 
James E. Conwell, Red Lodge 
Kevin M. Conwell, Red Lodge 
Malinda C. Crawford, Kalispell 
Elisabeth K. DeGroat, Helena 
Pamela A. Doan, Helena 
Jessica Doney, Bozeman
Awards & Prizes
Kristina M. Evans, Corvallis 
Raymond L. Gardner, Trout Creek 
Nola A. Gerth, Butte
Mary K. Gilbert, Thompson Falls 
Robert D. Goodale, Circle 
Kevin P. Graham, Butte
Fem C. Granlund, Malta 
Casey L. Greenwood, Great Falls 
Tiffany A. Gribble, Red Lodge 
Aleta M. Hathaway, Big Timber 
Darla J. Hawkins, Dillon 
Carole Y. Heath, Lewistown 
Julie M. Heath, Lewistown 
Merna J. Heinrich, Missoula 
Tina M. Houden, Lewistown 
Vince P. Hughes, Polson 
Patricia L. Keith, Great Falls 
Mary K. Kinsella, Missoula 
Debra M. Kommers, Great Falls 
Robert J. Kunka, Great Falls 
Cassie L. Lapierre, Helena 
Suzette R. Lewis, Bridger 
Todd L. Lowary, Missoula 
Connie S. Magee, Leucadia, California 
Kathleen M. Mahoney, Great Falls 
Claire A. Mathiason, Lewistown 
Jeffrey A. McDougall, Superior 
Mike T. Menahan, Anaconda 
Tina L. Morin, Arlee 
Patricia A. Nelson, Butte 
Annamarie E. Norvell, Libby 
Brian K. Olson, Westby 
James D. Olson, Anaconda 
Alyce L. Owen, Park City 
Daniel L. Pablo, Ronan 
Shannon L. Peirce, Clinton 
Stephani M. Perkins, Missoula 
Allison M. Person, Florence 
Anthony Poirier, Helena 
Mary B. Price, Missoula 
Willard L. Ramsey, Lolo 
Traci L. Rasmusson, Clancy 
Lisa A. Rice, Great Falls 
Natalee E. Rice, Helena 
David M. Richards, Butte 
Carla J. Rook, Roundup 
Mary L. Ryan, Manhattan 
Laura J. Sanders, Helena 
Tamara D. Schurian, Stevensville 
Michael J. Sheldon, Butte 
Gregory S. Shipp, Miles City 
Jodie L. Smith, Missoula 
Maria T. Streitmatter, Polson 
Ronda K. Tetzel, Fairfield 
Mary J. Thelen, Helena
Awards & Prizes
Dennis E. Turley, Roundup
John R. Velk, Havre
Gregory H. VonKuster, Missoula
Jeff L. VonKuster, Missoula
Rhondie L. Voorhees, Missoula
Todd M. Wall, Kalispell
Kurt D. Wolfe, Whitefish
Whitney S. Woods, Kalispell
Daniel J. Worcester, Anaconda
Marjorie Frost Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Ellen L. Ash, Cottonwood, California
Sumner Gerard Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Wayne S. Rebich, Missoula
Bernice A. Gleed Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Shoni L. Card, Missoula
Douglas M. Creel, Missoula
Manuel O. Crespo, Kansan City, Missouri
Raina L. Hollenbaugh, Missoula
Hammond Scholarships 84-85 (University Scholarship Committee)
Patricia Jo Backa, Geyser
Gregory L. Bonilla, Shelby
Kyle Fredrick Brenner, Missoula
Samuel Viech Bussey III, Kalispell
Cathleen Ann Colberg, Billings
Alexander J. Haman, Billings
Rebecca Ann Henderson, Great Falls
Rulon J. Jessop, Pinesdale 
Martin Thomas Landry, Helena 
Timothy Morgan Marchello, Polson 
Todd Odell Picton, Bozeman 
Kelly J. Price, Missoula 
Leslie K. Savik, Thompson Falls 
Kristy J. Schaffer, Kalispell 
James P. Souza, Billings 
Craig Thomas Wilkins, Helena
Haynes Scholarship (Univesity Scholarship Committee)
Elizabeth A. Aaberg, Kalispell
Steven R. Cook, Missoula
Terri A. Decker, Roundup
Patricia L. Keith, Great Falls
Marilyn Y. Lindbloom, Idaho Falls, Idaho
Christin A. Montoya, Missoula
Todd Lee Narancich, Butte
Kristi K. Stewart, Missoula
Robert J. Yokelson, Missoula
Jo E. York, Newport, Minnesota
Heisey Foundation College Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Anna Susie Baran, Great Falls 
Polly Lorraine Bergen, Dutton 
Lynn Ann Bersch, Great Falls
Kimberly A. Creek, Eugene, Oregon
John Robert Ford, Great Falls
Penelope Marie Halverson, Shelby
Bonnie S. Henderson, Browning
Danelle Rene Holtz, Great Falls
Awards & Prizes
Marvin James Knapstad, Cascade
Kristi L. Laughlin, Great Falls 
Karyn J. Love, Great Falls 
Sharilyn Ann McGuire, Great Falls 
Patricia Louise Nelson, Great Falls 
Susan M. Tonkovich, Great Falls 
Ginger L. Topel, Great Falls 
Mitchell John Tropila, Great Falls 
Voltaire Vino Verzosa, Great Falls
Marie Holder Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Deland S. Anderson, Missoula
Long Brothers Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Cleora Jeanie Chilcote, Missoula
Paul W. Curtis, Eureka
Darren K. Field, Eureka 
Melanie J. Knadler, Missoula 
Joey L. Mustard, Eureka 
Kimberly A. Williams, Eureka
Josie H. Madden Memorial Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Susan Marie Butkay, Ferdig
Ann M. McKittrick, Great Falls
Lulu L. Miles Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Patrick Lyle Day, Helena 
Kevin Gary Duval, Helena 
Steven Mark Fletcher, Helena 
Kyle Joseph Harris, Helena
Ginnie Jennifer L. Harvey, Helena 
Gordon Ray Pace, Helena 
John J. Palmer, Helena 
Kathleen Ann Prebil, Helena 
Gene Michael Solomon, Helena 
Matthew B. Thiel, Helena
Mu Deutron/Phi Sigma Kappa (University Scholarship Committee)
Daniel P. Barbee, Kalispell
Ford L. Stuart, Anacortes, Washington
Olive M. Rector Memorial Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Christin L. Bricker, Superior
Cynthia J. Hager, Cohagen 
Sandra M. Rubrecht, Missoula 
Cheryl A. Vukelich, Hamilton
Wade Riechel Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Vikki L. Chaffin, Kalispell 
Kerri L. Reno, Missoula 
Sarah J. Thompson, Missoula
Dosia J. Shults Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Nicole Louise Altenburg, Kalispell
Ann Marie Neussendorfer, Anaconda
University Honors Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Alisa Ammons, Missoula 
Annamarie Ammons, Missoula 
Cathy Anderson, Missoula 
Russell Beuch, Henderson, Minnesota 
Susannah Bletner, Worthington, Ohio 
Patricia Bodner, Raynesford
Awards & Prizes
Perry Bongiani, Billings 
Christopher Brown, Missoula 
Nichole Campeau, Bozeman 
Robin Childers, Cody, Wyoming 
Colleen Daly, Willingboro, New Jersey 
Kathleen Dennehy, Butte 
Jennifer Ellsworth, Lakewood, Colorado 
Diana Falldore, Missoula 
Wendy Flansaas, Kalispell 
Paul K. Goebel, Missoula 
David Grout, Missoula
Amy Hanson, Pebble Beach, California 
Michael Harrington, Missoula 
John E. Higgins, Helena
Sylvia Imeson, Nobleford, Alberta, Canada 
Jody R. Johnson, Plentywood 
Kenneth Kelly, Missoula
Jackie A. Krause, Rhinelander, Wisconsin 
Marion Kurath, Waukegan, Illinois 
Jodene Kyle, Missoula
Dena Leibman, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Allan Madzelonka, Olmsted Falls, Ohio 
Scott Moreland, Helena 
Molly Morrison, Plains 
Jackie Muchmore, Missoula 
Debra A. Murphy, Columbia Falls 
Barbara Nelson, Missoula 
Lonna Nelson, Joplin 
Tim Schwecke, Missoula 
Anne E. Smoke, Boise, Idaho 
Angela Sommerville, Missoula 
Janet Stewart, Kent, Washington 
Robin Toole, Deerfield, Illinois 
Michael Twomey, Butte 
Amy Vanica, Billings
Nancy Wilkerson, Elk Grove Village, Illinois
Van Bremer Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee) 
Katherine A. Rightmire, Billings
Watkins Scholarships 84-85 (University Scholarship Committee) 
Deborah Ann Bakken, Missoula
Barbara Barclay, Missoula 
Jeffrey S. Birdsley, Missoula 
Michael Glenn Black, Havre 
Robert L. Bryant, Missoula 
Sandy Chaney, Livingston 
Deborah Lynn Corn, Missoula 
Dane T. Elwood, Harlowton 
Ann Elizabeth Emmons, Missoula 
Doris Deden Hasquet, Missoula 
Toni Lee Hirsch, Michigan City, Indiana 
Darren C. Hollenbaugh, Missoula 
Margaret Ellen Houtchens, Missoula 
Robert E. Johnson, Great Falls 
Danny L. Jordt, Bigfork 
Robert Don Le Heup, Helena 
Roy Nathan Leon, Missoula
Awards & Prizes
Diana M. Lind, Lewistown
John Stephen Lodmell, Missoula
Robert W. London, West Fargo, North Dakota 
James Thomas McKinley, Sidney
Suzanne Moore, Missoula
Amy Ransom, Shepherd
Nancy B. Ray, Anacortes, Washington
Jane Turner Sandquist, Hamilton 
Nikki A. Schielke, Missoula
Edward E. Schmidt, Mount Prospect, Illinois 
Alan E. Simsovic, Billings
Rhonda F. Thormahlen, Powell, Wyoming 
Lynn Gaye Weger, Sevenhills, Ohio
Stephen E. Wright, Missoula
Caryn L. Youngholm, Meadows, New Hampshire
THE custom of wearing academic gowns, caps, and hoods dates back to about the twelfth cen­
tury. In France, where the degree system probably 
had its inception, the wearing of the cap and gown 
marked the formal admission of the licentate to the 
body of masters. During this period the dress of the 
friars and nuns became fixed, and, since the 
scholars were usually clerics, their robes differed 
little from those worn by other church orders. 
Gradually special forms were set aside for the 
university bodies, and in modified style are the 
costumes worn today. Since academic custom in 
this matter had become somewhat confused, in 1895 
a commission representative of the leading colleges 
met and prepared a code which has been adopted by 
over seven hundred institutions in the United 
States and Canada. A committee of the American 
Council on Education revised the code in 1932.
Doctors wear the round, bell sleeve; the gown is 
faced down the front and barred on the sleeves with 
black velvet or velvet of color indicating the degree; 
the doctor’s hood is large. Masters wear the long 
closed sleeve, with a slit near the upper part of the 
arm; the master’s hood is of more moderate size. 
Bachelors wear the long, pointed sleeve. Hoods are 
lined with the colors of the institution granting the 
degree and are trimmed with velvet of the color 
distinctive of the major subject—for example, arts 
and letters, white; theology, scarlet; law, purple; 
philosophy, dark blue; science, golden yellow; fine 
arts, brown; medicine, green; music, pink; 
commerce, drab; physical education, sage green; 
engineering, orange; pharmacy, olive green; 
forestry, russet; library science, lemon; education, 
light blue; humanities, crimson; economics, copper; 
agriculture, maize; dentistry, lilac; oratory, silver 
gray; public health, salmon pink; veterinary 
science, gray. The Oxford or mortarboard cap, worn 
for each degree, is of black cloth with black tassel, 
except that the doctor’s cap may be of velvet with 
tassel of gold. Unless local custom decrees 
otherwise, tassels are worn over the left temple.
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